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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING. JULY 24. 190G.
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NO BACKWARD STEP CAN BE TAKEN

)

In London and Are Most Heartily Wei- -

Sessions Held of the
Two Institutes for Three Days.

corned-Joi- nt

PROGRAM PREPARED FOR TODAY'S WORK AND TOMORROW

IN RUSSIA

Many Interesting Visits Will Be Made By American Visitors,
and Much Entertaining Will Be Done By the British
Hosts Before Guests Leave for Home.

Gloom Broods Over Holland Because Queen Wilhelmlna
Heir to
Was Prematurely Confined Last Night-N- o
Throne at Present Can Be Hoped For.
Bryan made a brief but eloquent
July 2. WHiitatu J.
proprsed rider to a model arbi- speech and aroused much enthusi-sanicng the delegates.
tration treaty was discussed at a
. resolution was agreed to in prinmeeting of the international couucilof ciple, urging that disarmament
be
union tolay, placed on the program for the next
the
a adopted peace conference at The Hague.
and after being recast
as follows:
No Backward Step possible.
i
should arise
"If a disagreement
W. J. Bryan Bald yesterday that he
which is not included io thos to be was sorry to see the Russian doums
to arbitration, the. con- dissolved! "I am satisfied thai, there
submitted
tracting parties shall not resort to will be no backward steps." aid ..r.
any act of hostility before they sep- Bryan. "Recognition of the right of
arately and Jointly invite, as the case the ipeople to
cannot
may necessitate, the formation of an be undone."
International commission of Inquiry or
mediation of oaa or more of the HOLLAND'S HOPE OF KING
to
friendly powers, OU inquisition
BLIGHTED AT PRESENT.
The Hague, July 24. Queen Wil-- i
take place, if necessary, in 'accordance
with Article VIII of The Hague con- helm ina was taken 111 last night. Pre-- j
vention, providing for a peaceful set- mature delivery followed, causing , a
gloom throughout Holland. It was antlement of international conflicts."
On resumption of the sessions of nounced today that the expectation of
the union the above was unanimously an heir to the throne at this time will
not be realized.
adopted.
London.

I

Bry-.aa'-

London, July 24. A joint
of members of the American

s

bate on the many questions to be
considered, which will doubtless provoke a great variety of opinions. Delegates who have propositions to lay
before the congress will be granted
THE
thirty minutes for an opening address
but after this subject has been formally presented to the congress, the
addresses are to be limited tc Ave
24
Third
July
Rio de Janeiro,
The
minutes.
v
Congress, which was
Important
a
In
number of
details
formally opened here yesterday, met
the rules of the congress will materagain today to conclude the prelimi- ially differ from those of the first two
naries before the actual work of the congresses. The purpose of the
congress is taken up. Some of the change is merely to prevent entanglements which might result from promost Important preliminaries have al- longed
discussion of subjects on
ready been settled by the congress, which there is great division of sentiand the rest will undoubtedly .be ar- ment.
ranged this week. The proposition
The United States cruiser Charleshas been definitely auupfed that the ton is expected here tomorrow and
congress will close on September 1, everything Is in readiness for the re
regardless
of unfinished
business ception of Secretary Root and his
which may be on hand at that time. wife and daughter, who will remain
Is
expected that a
It
here twelve days and will be hospita
bly entertained.
Many
rule will be adopted for the deliberasocial and
tions of the congress, thus making It state functions have been arranged
possible to prevent interminable, de In honor of Mr. Root's visit.

SESSION

WANT

meeting .the Worshipful Company of Armorers
Institute 'and Braslers, Coleman street.

of Mining Engineers and of the Brit
The company was Incorporated In
ish Iron and Steel Institute was open1453, and the old plate or the Ar- -.
ed at the Institution of Civil Engi morers la hardly to be surpassed by
neers here today and will last until that of any of the great companies of
July 2b, inclusive.
The attendance London.
is large and the Americans were
In the evening the lord mayor and
heartily welcomed.
It will be follow j lady mayoress will give the delegates
ed by two days of visits and excur S receiTtlon a the Mnnalnn Rnnu
sions.
Wednesday, July 25. General meeting: of the American Institute of MinPROGRAM.
Tltesduy, July 24. General meeting ing Engineers, at the Institution ot
of the Iron and Steel Institute, at the Civil Engineers, under the presidency
institution of Civil Engineers, Great of Robert Wl Hunt of Chicago. A seGeorge street, Westminster.
The lection of papers will be read and dls- American engineers' will bo welcomed cussed.
by the president. R. A. Radfteld, and
In the afternoon there will be three
council.and addresses will be deliv alternative visits: First, to the works
ThnpvAmfi A. v.
ered by the president and Sir James of Mpuartt Tnhn
Kitson, Bart., M. P., past president, Limited, at Chiswlck; second, to the
and a selection of papers will be read works or Messrs. J. and E. Hall. Limand discussed.
ited, at Cartford, refrigerating maIn the afternoon there will be three chinery for blast furnaces, and third,
alternative visits: First to the Na- to the Temple and Inns of Court.
tional Physical laboratory at
In the evening the delegates and
second, to the London county ladles accompanying thera will attend
council's electricity generating station the Austrian
exhibition at Earl's
at Greenwich, and third to the hall of Court.
r
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PATED ARCHDUKES

.

PAN-AMERIC-

Charles Danner, mail clerk. Spo
kane.
George R. Strickland, express messenger.
George H. Curtlse, express messenger.
T. J. Dolbow, Spokane.
Among the dead is one unidentified
man.

SAD AND FATAL WRECK

ARE AGHAST AT THEIR OWN WORK

OF CARS IN LAKE

an

Cossacks Fraternize With
Nailed on Doors of

of Death
Even in

Workmen-Senten- ces
Doomed-Scatter-

ed

of Jews Has Begun.

Peterhof-.-Massacr- e

THE MILITARY DICTATORSHIP

FOAT

IS PREPARED

A

MOMENT'S

NOTICE

five-minut- e

WHISKEY CAUSES FATAL
AFFRAY AT

N

mm

Ramon Sisneros and Jose Leon Castillo

Quarrel and Latter Is Stabbed and
Killed-W-

From Bernalillo.

ere

St. Petersburg, July 24. Ii Is already that consternation exists in
the upper spheres of the people over
the magnitude of the task they have
assumed. Events are marching with
startling rapidity. All of the old
bureaucratic machinery of suppression has been placed in operation to
I)omiciUary
prevent
explosion.
searches continue in all quarters of
the capital, prisons are already filling, and the old Mind system of attempting to conceal from the people
things which happen, has been again
adopted. A censorship of the press has
been r' established, accompanied foy
complete confiscation of newspapers.
At tw.o meetings held last night,
Cossacks sent to disperse tne participants, not only openely refused to do
so, but fraternized with the assembled
workingmen. It is feared here that
the uprising in Odessa is hut the first
of a series of
outbreaks
and the local authorities consider the
dissolution of parliament a signal for
unloosening the mob on the liberallsts
Revolutionary
and
revolutionists.
emissaries are Scattering literature
throughout the country end it is expected that the peasants will rise almost in a body.

Members of Douma Return.
The bulk of the members of the outlawed douma, who held a meeting at
Viborg yesterday and
an address to the peoplw arrived here today, a popular demonstration
was
prevented by the members not being
arrested as was anticipated.
Ready for Dictatorship- The way has been prepared for a
military dictatorship by a proposition
now under consideration at Peterhoff
to create an advisory council to assist
the emperor.
Tho plan, which la
foredoomed
failure, seems to be a
deliberate plot of the court of
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Special to The Evening Citizen.
Grants, N. M., July 24. In a drunken brawl last night at San
4 Mateo, a small village in the mountains, thirty miles from here, Rail mon isisneros stabbed and killed Jose Leon Castillo, the man who
"4
had been his close friend and companion for nearly thirty years.
Sisner.g and Castillo had charge of large flocks of sheep owned
V
"4
by Montoya Bros., of Bernalillo, which were being herded by the
"4

t

4

'4

men.

4

Yesterday, Sisneros and Castillo came to Sun Matt o to buy sup- iu the meantime.
A
quarrel was started over some trivial matter, which ended in a
Aunt. Sisneroe drew a knife and stabbed Castillo, who died in a few
minutes. As far as known, they bad never had any previous trou-plies, and managed to become intoxicated

4

ble.

4

They were both married and have families who live in or near
Bernalillo.
4
Sisneros was arrested by a deputy sheriff and is now in jail at
4 Grant:,, where he will be held until after the inquest, when he will
be removed to the Valencia county jail at Ixis.Lunas.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4
4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

TEACHERS OF TENNESSEE
AT

STROMBOLI

4

4

Anti-Jewis-

CREATES EXCITEMENT.
Palermo, July 24. StrotnboU v
is again active and the population of the Island of S'romhuli
Is
FOR
much excited.

Chattanooga, Tenn., July 24. The WILLIAM ROCKEFELLER
HAS GOOD HEALTH.
annual meeting of the Tennessee
Xew York. July 24. William RockeState Teachers' association, which feller returned from Europe a few
opened here today for a four days' days ago by way of Queoec. His
session, promises to be unusually in- health is better than when he went
teresting from the fact that u num- away. He is at present at his place
ber of uistinguished Southern educa- in Tarrytown.
tors are in attendance and will adAccording to GANS WON DECISION
dress the meetings.
OVER DAVE HOLLY.
the program only the mornings and
Gaus
evenings will be devoted to meet- wasSeattle. Wash.. July
ings and the transaction of business, ILjJIy,given the decision over Dave
at Pleasant Beach. lat night,
while the afternoons will be given to
after a battle that went the
limit of
A numrecreation and sight-seeintwenty
rounus. Holly prevented Gans
ber of excursions to point of Interest from
uhIiik his science bv coiistamlv
in the vicinity of Chattanooga have rtinchint,'.
been arranged for the visiting teach-ei.s- .
Among the prominent bpeakers COTTON MILL
MEN
at the convention will be the Hon.
MEET IN ARKANSAS
.1.
H. Hinenian, state superintendent
Wont Springs. Ark.. Julv 24.
r public instruction
of Arkansas,
matter referring to he cotthe Hon. F. A. Cotton, state superin- ton situation
in the outh will form
tendent of public instruct ion of Indiana, anil several others. The ses- ,the principal subject of the convenof the Alabama Association of
sions are held in the auditorium, tion
here
while the department meetings will 'cotton mill men, which opem-Le held at various smaller halls. The to'lav.
principal subjects for discussion will
Metal Market.
be the normal schools, county high
New York. July 24. Lead anJ cop-p- f
hrhiMiN and public s.okn libraries
r unchanged.
g.

d

-

4
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OF

HERE LAST NIGHT
SHORT TIME.

WHILE EN
TO RANCH IN GUADA- LUPE COUNTY
MET BY LOCAL:
A

Missel A Otero passed
through the city last evening, en'
route from Santa Ke to his ranch in
Guadalupe county, leaving on the
s.uthlK)und train for El Paso, from
which point he will go via the El
Paso & Southwestern railroad.
He wa nift here by a number of
local politicians, among them being
May:r H. O. Bursuin of Socorro, Delegate W. H. Andrews, Hon. Solomon
Lima. Hon. F. A. Hubbell,
W. S.
Strlckler. G. W. Brooks, Colonel W.
8. Hopewell, and several others.
General Pricbard accom?an-- i
led the
to El Paso.
Mr. Otero, in answer to questions,
seated that be was ut of politic, for
the present, at least, and that whether
the political arena
he would
or not, was a question it the fut ire.
While there was no xreaJ political
significance iu tb- impromptu meeting held ai the Alvarado last evening
among the above named gentlemen,.
It is known that plans for a ga'htrlng
of the clan here tuis fall to discuss
the political situa'ionwas touched on.
-

the remote quarters of Odessa. The
Jews sought refuge In the center of
the city and many others have left
Odessa.
TWO MEMBERS
r DOUMA
HAVE BEEN ARRESTED.
Viborg,
Finland. July 24. During

the night members of the outlawed
Russian parliamen
received word
that of tneir number had already been
arrested, namely, Father Goyarkoff, at
Voronezh, and M. KharlamofT,
Cossack, at nostov-or-thDon.
Both of
these members had distinguished
themselves by preaching
revolution
from the rostrum of parliament.
e

MAKE CAPTURE
OF FOURTEEN DELEGATES.
Moscow. July 24. The police, today

POLICE

attempted to capture all delegates to
tln workliigmen's council, but
in capturing i nly fourteen.

suc-coide- d

THINKS CHILDREN
ESCAPED FROM DEATH

TO

ROUTE

POLITICIANS.

YOUNG

WOW

Manila, July 24 The Philippine
commission has adopted a resolution
favoring the scheme of the Hawaiian
Planters' association to transport Filipino laborers and families to Hawaii
to work on s igar plantations.
Gov. Ide Asks Military Aid.
Manila, Ju y 24. Gov. Ide has requested mili ary aid to punish the
Pulajunes in the province of Leyte.
Two battalions of troops have been
sent to the assistance of the constabulary. The Island is reported to be
completely subdued.

Falling Building Kills Many.
South Framingham, Mass., July 24.
Cnder electric lamps the work ot
exhuming the todies ot those who perished ia th wreck ot the Amsden
uilding, which collapsed yesterday
when undergoing repairs, went steadily forward all nlgnt long. The list
of dead and missing now numbers
fourteen, the most of them being workmen. Henry L. Sawyer, a merchant.
was Killed.
.

St. Louis Wool Market.
July 24. Wool market
Steady: terfitorry and western mediums, 227$28c; fine medium, 1820c;
St,

fine,

Louis,

1417c.
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MANY JEWS HAVE

FLED FROM ODESSA.
WHY SINGER PROPERTY
Odessa. July 24. A most serious
WAS DESTROYED YESTERDAY, disturbance took plaoe last night in

Sosnowice, Russian Poland, July 24.
Simultaneously at noon yesterday,
bombs were thrown into the four
stores of the Singer Sewing Machine
company here and at Bendzln, Zaw-lerz- e
and zenstochau, wrecking them
and wounding many persons. The
bomb throwers were agets of the Polish socialistic party, which made the
Singer company an examp'e of what
may happen to others for refusing to
contribute to the revolutionary cause.
Emperor Sentenced to Death.
The Singer agent refused to give a
Proclamations announcing that the certain sum of money V the socialdeath sentence has been Imposed icn istic party and was told that the comthe emperor, General Trepoff, M. pany's places of business would be
Pobiednostseff, who was procurator destroyed. A reign ot terror now exgeneral oi tue holy synod; General ists.
Oroloff, "pacificator"
of the Baltic
provinces, and others, has been scat- POLICE, COSSACKS AND
tered over parts of Peterhoff. The
ROWDIES KILLING JEWS.
Ixmdon, July 24. A dispatch to
terrorists are said to have siycec-dein calling copies of the sentence on Reuter
lelegram company
from
the doors of Genera's Oroloff's and Odessa, timed 3:50 p. m., says:
Trepoff's quarters.
outbreaks
have oc

volcano

...Joe

I-

1

curred here and a number of persons
have already been killed and wounded. The Cttsacks and rowdies are
plundering the deserted houses and
shops. On Srednaia street three Jews
were killed and a number were injured in attempting to defend their
property, while 'he police looked on
Indifferently.
Another bloody conflict is reported to be in progress on
Stepoval street. The whole city Is
in a panic.
Maoy inhabitants
are
fleeing.
The Black Hundred is busy
.
prclama-tlonadistributing
bloodthtro'y

Spokane, Wash., July 24. At least
seven lives ;were lost, seven persons
seriously Injured snd a score hurt la
a wreck of the fast mall on the Great
Northern railroad one mile and
quarter east of Cawden, Wash., and
thirty-fiv- e
mlies east of Spokane, yesterday afternoon, when the locomotive, mail, baggage and smoking cars
left the rails on emerging from the
seventy-loo- t
tunnel and plunging over
embankment, were submerged in
the waters of Diamond lake. Spreading rails, prouably caused by the hot
sun making kinks in them, has leen
given as the cause of the wreck, Following are the dead:
N. Edward Munson, engineer, Mil-yarWash.
Frank Bell, fireman, Hillyard.

t

anti-Jewis-

M

i

T

'

SHORT

MEET

THEIR BRITISH BRETHREN

posed Rider to Model Arbitration
Treaty Recast and Adopted.
PREDICTS

NUMBER 179

BY NOT BEING AT HOME, WHEN
S. KREIFELS' HOUSE BURNED
IN OLD ALBUQUERQUE
ORIGIN

OF FIRE.
To an outing in Coyote canyon, Mr.
S. Kreifels, whose home in Old Al-

buquerque burned to the ground Sunday morning, attributes the fact that
his wife and f ur children are alive
today.
Mrs. Kreifels and the four children
had left Saturday night for Coyote
Siirititts. to spend Sunday as the guests
'of the Grimmer family. When Mr.
Kreifels first discovered the fire
the room In which the children usually
'
sleep was a roaring furnace and the
roof was falling In.
"Had tlity been at homV," he said,
"1 feel sure 'bey
would
have been
binned to death, as the fire originated
in the ki'chen, next to their room, and
their bedroom was in flames when I

With His Pistol a Guardian of the Peace

Sends a Bullet Into the Abdomen
of His Best Girl Friend.
t

(i)i))nf)tn

t

sr

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., July 24. Manuel Oonzales, night city policeman,
shot a young woman 01 doubtful reputation, about 8 o'clock last ev- enlng in front of the Delmonico restaurant, with
pis- told, hitting the woman in the abdomen and Indicting a serious
wound. She fell, was carried to her room, and medical assistance
secured.
Gonzales was Immediately arrested und taken to the county
Jail. It Is said that jealousy was the cause of the shooting.
During the preliminary hearlnng tnls morning, the charge of as- sault with a deadly weapon with intent to kill, was flied against the
officer and he was hound over to the grand Jury under a bond of
$1,000.
The girl will recover. She refused to say anylhing which would
Incriminate her paramour.

'4

4
'4

UNttlMtiriiitiftUi

TOURNAMENTS AND
RACES AT ITHACA
Ithaca, N. V., July 24. The Central New York Volunteer Firemen's
association opened its annual
here today under the nioBt
favorable auspices.
The convention
will last three days. Today will be
principally
devoted
to the transac-- 1
tion of business, tomorrow to sightseeing, while on the lust day the pa- rade will be held and the various
tournaments
and races will take
place. The attendance promises to1
be unusually large.

F

con-venti-

IN

j
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NAVAL OFFICERS
WANT

-

4-

WOOL MARKET

Boston, July 24. The wool market
shows an Improved tone and the merchants are hopeful of the future. A
factor In the better condition is the
good report from the yarn and fabric
manufacturers.
Fleeces are selling la
larger volume.

PROMOTION

Washington, 1). C, July 24. Naval
officers on the retired list who saw
service in the Civil war, some one
hundred in number, are anxious to be
promoted to the next higher grade
on the retired list, as authorized by
the recently passed naval appropria- WILL FIGHT OVER THE
tlon act. This is the same kind of
promotion that was a year or two ago
accordod to army officers. There are
evidences of impatience on the part
SAGE MILLIONS
of retired naval officers, who feelj
that the navy department should be'
as first aak tied."
ready to promote them without de-- !
New York. July 24. Thtr Herald toof
origin
the
fire
is attributed lay.
The
It will take somo time, how-- :
day says that ('reparations for con- to the overheating of the kitchen aud ever, to accomplish this, as each case
testing the will of Russell Sae in the chimney during the previous after-- i must be carefully examined as to the
event its provisions are not satisfac- noon, wl.en Mrs. Kreifels was pre-- i records, to ascertain whether the
tory to them have already been made antig the luiit ties for the picnic. The claimant Is really entitled to the ben- by his nephews.
lost. t partly c.n.red by insurance.
efit provided by law.

RETAIL
'

'

GROCERS FAVOR

PURE FOOD LAW
Chicago July 24. Through its executive committee, which met here
yesterday, 150.000 members of the National Ketail Grocers'
association
thanked President Koosevelt for the
stand he took regarding the pure food
law recently passed by congress.
Spelter.
St. IxjuIs,

13924.

July

24

Spelter quiet.

.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TV.

abundant, can W put in a sine tank,
with proper care, iney win
THE EVENING CITIZEN where,
give oft enough electricity to run an
uom. it-w- ill
automobile twcnty-iou- r
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generate enough power to run a
The Citizen Publishing Company
train at a a peril of no less
than 35 miles an hour. The electric
I rmctf tar tniMimliolfm throuck tlx eel. which la at present causing so
Hit to a Moond claaa mattor.
much
attention and discussion in
South America, la described aa a thick,
stout, 'blackish, sealelesa flsh, which
sometime grows to be six feet long.
it differs o ireat v In structure irom
ordinary eels that many Ichthyologists
have put It In a separate iammr ui
of Bernalillo County group. It Is found In the Amazon
OffliJadPaper
City of Albuquerquo.
and Orinoco basins wherever the
water la warm and sluggish" and so
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gret Is Its electrical pawer mat
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowna
Gold Filling

I

Painless Extracting
WORK

from

home-sicknes-

mn

14a

. . ,)

INTEREST

$6
$1.50 up
50c

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.
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B. F. COPP.
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING
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New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicits
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wmf Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwll, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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flsnt who have al(I )n wilh president
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o carrv the state away
e
losses, and swing
frora tne
in an tntlrt?ly new set. Senator Piatt
most romantic affair, according to became o weaK tnai it. coum nm hni, Ivpn
of retirlnar from net- Levy, the Duke of Essex street, cul- stand up. Saturday night it lav lH ive politics, at leas, if he did not. give
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foe, and new
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mer
lieutenant,
later
Inquire
with bai.i; front exposure.
stringy chops that the butcher had haustton. The horse was burled on friend, in a common cause. It seems
&
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avenue.
117
Gold
at
w
was
born.
it
dutifully
Che
volunteered
farm here
sent her. So Ida
PHYSICIANS.
to be a case In which Odell and Piatt
Company.
to go and get them exchanged. When
have to have meat and will fight for
for
Heroism.,
Medal
frame
room
New
four
shop,
RENT
DR. R. L. HUST.
Muler
she got to the butcher's
wise in one way, at any FOR
It is always an attractive scene it. Piatt Is gave
a
Office, 68. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
house, $15.nn. 1217 South Broadway
who owned it, took no'-- or the
be
soon
up
would
he
he
rate.
If
Tuberculosis treated with High- of the gin, and when she show when the mayor or police commis- in his grave, but with a fight on his FOR KENT OR LEASE Two fur
Current and
Electrical
rooms, modern; young mar Frequency
ed the stringy cops, he reached for sioner calls up a policeman to receive hands it will stir him to assemble all
nished
reward for his bravery or heroism. his energies and give him another
Also other Germicide. Treatments given each
a piece of lamo, and with three strokes
ried couple preferred.
-p.
4
8
m.. Trained
day
m.
a.
to
from
of his cleaver cut her off three splen Z."
cheaper rooms for light housekeep
OLD TIMER.
, 2
."V"., lease of life.
Both 'phones,
ing. 517 South Broadway. Mrs. m nurse in attendance.
aen her aunt saw them Uinil,
liIll. inu tjto, .irii ......
lld chops.
she wtas delighted, and when, on suc- and big freckles spangled over his
E. Rutherford.
disfiguring skin eruptions,
Most
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
cessive visits by Ida to the butcher's face, making it look like the ten of scrofula, pimples, rashes, etc., are due FOR KEN r Newly furnished rooms,
Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
was
Commissioner
led
diamonds,
into
household reveled in chops
or
wit
house,
.Minneapolis
to impure blood. Burdock Blood Bit
at the
ad Throat.
of unheard of excellence, she began to Bingham's office. The commissioner ters is a cleansing blood tonic. Makes
Without housekeeping, $1 per week
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
think, ..iat Ida had changed affairs asked whether he had learned to swim you clear-eyed- ,
clear- M.
N.
up,
Albuquerque,
and
coast lines. Office, 313' West Railgreatly, i he chops, tender and Juicy in the Shannon, and was told it was skinned.
cool "rooms for road avenue.
FORRE.iT
o
also had an effect upon Ida's tender the Blackwather." The commissionno
light housekeeping; rent
Honrs: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
A
heart Miller was also visibly effect er was sorry Patrolman Murray hid
Ur I n
p. m.
hie. 524 West Railroad avenue.
ed, and finally proposed taking Ida on sons who could feel proud that the
to contend with, spring
trouhle
.
an outing.' Before they had reaehto. congress of the United States had seen
iivr and v.inrknderi1
FOR SALE.
UNDERTAKER.
their destination a great storm came m io give a imruai oi uuu, iU t
you awaken them to
boweis
..
restaurant and Auto, "phone 316.
courage
and heroism. th(,,r
up and the couple stopped a- - Levy's father for his
Colo., Red 115.
with Dr. King's FOR SALE First-clas- s
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lunch counter, opposite depot; cheap
office. Miller had in the meantime Murray had in rebruary last, year New ufe puB. ,ne pieasantest and
A. BORDERS.
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Inquire
Goweek.
if taken this
fjopped tne question, and having been fished Olaf Johnson out of the
Commercial
Club Building. Black 5
m08t effective pill for Constiuation.
South First street.
accepted, Insisted upon their getting wanus canal. Brooklyn, and was so Thev nr(,vent annenrtlcltls nnfl tone ud
and White Hearse, $5.
married tuen and there. Levy per exhausted that he could barely, half the -- vstpm 2Sc at all drueeists.
$10 iper month buys fruit
FOR'SAI
0
ARCHITECTS.
formed the ceremony with dispatch unconscious, cling to the string piece
and truck farm near aan Aiuonio,
..no vol. know .nat ,hi8 n)an )B
and the young couple went way happy of the wharf while a shoreman hauled
climate similar to California. No
F. W, Spencer and V. O. Wallingwhile Levy sent out himself for some Johnson in with a rope Murray hd trying to say?"
earthquakes nor cyclones. Address, ford. Rooms
Barnett building,
of those wonderful chops.
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iasten3d around mm.
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,
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other
thought
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Excellent Fish Story.
numaniib kill
l.
l.u.
brick cottage, complete for houseCIVIL ENGINEER.
D,J"".
Another romantic story is that of
New York is to be treated to
I said I studied it In the
"Oh,
no.
keeping; everything new; good lowho
F.
Mrs.
Nett.
William
course on electric eels, of which it Mr. and
Tent.
public
schools."
J. R. Farwell.
cation; close In; house for
belated wedding
has only a hazy idea. D n Quixote d have Just, taken theiryears.
company.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
Moore Rea-ltJohn
They will
Efeprando, of Venezuela, perhaps the trip after thirteen
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
house.
f uTOSaLE ..ew, tnree-rooigreatest living authority on the use to begin housekeeping In the Bronx whenMINES AND MINING.
per
in Highlands; payments, $12
return from their trip, in a cot- Department of the interior. United
to which toe electric eel may be puit they
Citi
"Highlands,"
AMERICAN
DE FOREST WIRELESS
Address,
montn.
tage
paying
which
Nett had been
states lnd office. Santa Fe, New
la coming to New YorK to convince
AND
zen office.
knowing It, during tneir
Mexico. June 29. 1906
the skeptical that electric eels, such for
ALL MINING STOCKS
gasoline
as can
Notice Is hereov Elvtn that the fol 'OR SALE A
round by the hundreds of years of separation, in weekly install- DEALT IN BY
all complete. J. F. Palmer,
thousands In the basin of the Orinoco ments. Nett had a good position In lowlne named claimant has filed no- FRED. J. STEIN bERGER, 37 Bank
501 North First street.
and Amazon rivers, can be put to all the bridge department when he was tice of his Intent ion to make final
Block.
A handsome Hardman
kinds of useful purposes. One bund married, dui nis wite usieneu, uu- - proof In support or his claim under IFOR SALE
Colorado.
red of these eels, it is said without a willing at first, to stories that friends sections Hi and 17 of the act of Marcn
piano, in fine condition and almost Denver
amlle by the authorities who live near told her concerning her husband s past a 1RH1. c'k mats.. 854. as amended
For particunew, at a bargain.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
1ie waters where the fish, ia most life. She decided, that she had made by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
lars, call at this office.
a sad mistake, and told her husband Stats., 470), and that said proof will
r
K. D. Maddison.
double-baThos.
"
SALE A
of an hour that she could not live with be made before Ihe probate clerk fct FOR
Office wiih W. B.'Childers, 117 West
new;
snoteun:
bran
reled
him. He ii.slsted that the stories were beg bunas, N. M.. on the 10th day of
20-Mu- le
never has been used: one of the Gold avenue.
false, but wiihcut avail. A short time August, 190i. viz., Jacobo Chaves, in
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
VETERINARIAN.
ago Mrs. Nett reviewed ner life during U half of the heirs o Juan M. C. d
flee
for particulars.
the years since the marlrage. and de- Chavez, deceased, for the S. H. C. No.
Dr.
F. L. Schneider.
elded that she had been deceived by 428. lois 1 and 2, in sections 25, 3a
Office, 424 North Second street.
LOST.
Every week Nett and 3H. township 7 nortii, range
malicious gossip.
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35,
had sent her llo. which he Insisted east.
LOST Dark blue, enamel, open-fac'phone, Auto., 747.
that Hbe should keep, although she
the following witnesses
He nam-ewatch, between Garcia block and Residence
ad
had not asked for It. When the recon- - to prove his actual continuous
Casin '. Finder please leave at CHI
RODERICK STOVER, E. E.
dilation took place Mrs. Nett said: verse possession of saiu tract foren office and receive reward.
"Here is $!,uou, the money you sent twenty years next preceding the surElectrical and Mechanical Engineer. ?
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
I have not vey of the township, viz..
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
tne for thirteen years.
Jose G. t navez, of Valencia. N. M.; A dark bay horse, white legs, branded Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
snent a nnt of if. It Is yours. It
always has been yours." it Is with Jesus Sancuez y Alarid, of Valencia, "J. A." on hip. large barred circle on !oti Wst Railroad avenue. Autothis money thai the cottage, the N. M.; Grcgoriu Aragon, of alencla shoulder, chafed on neck, back and matic 'phone, 179.
grounds and a nml orhoat have been IN. M.; t'oncarpio Saneh., of Peralta body. Retvrn to Mrs. E. K. Norris,
I N. M
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
pure hawed.
east end of viaduct, and receive re
.
i
Any person who desire to protect ward.
H. R. WHITING,
against the allowance of said proor,
Low Grade of wiving.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No., No. 119 South Second Street, First
As l lit- - strain of expenses for living lor who knows oi any substantial rea-- ;
National Bank building.
is Increasing people are eagerly read- - son under Hie laws and regulations oi 2i9 West Railroad avenue, is preAlbuquerque, N. M.
inif
tbat tell bow men aud the Interior department why such pared to give thorough scalp treatExaminer and abstracter of land
women have siiegled through life on proof should not be allowed, will be ment, do hair dressing, treat corn9,
including those of Spanish anil
small sums. Some of these stuns are given an opportunity at the above bunions and ingrowing nails. She titles,
origin.
so infinitesimal that persons find it mentioned time and place to cross- gives massage treatment and manicur- Mexican
hard to believe i belli. The latest sMiw examine Ihe witnesses of said claim ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
PRIVATE LESSONS.
comeg from York,
where ihe Rev. am. and io offer evidence in rebuttal of complexion cream builds up the
Will be given in Spanish, French
skin and improves the complexion,
evan- - of that submitted ny claimant.
lacob Kurtz, the "house-top- "
and German, also in public higti
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. school
MANUEL R. OTERO.
gelist, is following his usual annual
Terms reasonable.
branches.
prepares
tonic
that
hair
a
Register. She also
custom of working in the hantsl
MRS. C. O'CONNOR ROBERTS,
cures and prevents dandruff and Imir Business
o-In the daytime he works in
fields.
Library
Rooms,
College
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
NOT1CE FOR PUBLICATION.
the fields and at night Unto he, goes
Building.
avenue.
Railroad
East
superfluous
s
warts
r movi
moles,
and
into Wayneslioro, where he preaches
hair. Also a face ixiwder, a freckle
(Homestead Entry No. t'.263.)
DR. VAUCAIRE'S FORMULA.
from the housetops. The evangelist
cure
and pile cure.
pimple
Henry
by
Mrs.
Recommended
lives on ' cetns a tlay
Ills hill of Department of the Interior, Laud Of cure and
are
purely
preparations
July All of these
ll e at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Synics, to develop ihe bust from four
fare for each of three daily meals is
adHave
compounds.
Just
vegetable
17, 1906.
io six inches. Guaranteed to be made
three slices of stale bread, each half
The forNotice Is hereby given that the fol- ded a vibrator machine for treatment from pure Galegal Extract.
an Inch thick, which costs 2 cents a
wrinkles.
cure
of
day; skimmed milk, 2 cents a day; lowing named settler has filed notice of scalp, face and rheumatism, pains mula is a general tonic, but has a spealso used for
cific effect upon the bust. Is perfectly
half a cup of coffee, IVi cents a day; of his intention to make final proof It is massage
harmkss. For sale at the Alvarado
two tablespoonfuls ot Jelly, I cent a in support in his claim, and that said and
pharmacy.
day.
The farmers for whom be i proof will be made before the probate
have
don't
work
DRY
ROUGH
Our
working recently required It in to .in clerk at Albuijnerque, New . .exlco, on to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
crease bis cost of living to 13 cents a September 5, 1906, viz.:
7.
of Albu- Co.
Felix Garcia y Salazar,
cliay by adding I wo eggs at each meal,
costing 6 cents, aud one piece of pie, querque, Bernalillo county. New Mex
A
PLUNGE
-ITAKE
NSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
costing cent. The evangelist classed ico, for the NE'i SE'4. Section 10;
m the
Township
lo
PUBLIC.
11.
Nw'
SW1,,
Section
these additional articles of diet as un.
SWIMMING POOL.
necessary luxuries and after a few norm, itange r east.
Open Dajly Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
504
Street.
North
First
He names the following witnesses
days returned to his limit: of ti'
10 a. m. to 10 o. m.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
cents a day. Rev. Kurtz claims that to prove his continuous residence upon
at the
on bis slim diet he is able to stand an it cultivation of said land, viz.:
sale
picnic
for
baskets
The
Pilar Truilllo. Francisco Olguln. Da- Mcintosh Hardware company's store
ROUGH DRY.
We do it right.
the bard work in ibo Melds better
and Juan Apodaca, all of
t lia.il
Imperial Laundry Co.
outing parties,
Ihe younger men, who gorge rio Gut:trrez
for
indispensaile
to
Aik roar -ire
-- Or
Carpeni i r. New Mexico.
themselves with rich food
The picnic casket to.-- sale at the
MANUEL K. OTERO.
Give us vour ROUGH DRY work.
r.
Keti.-lcPUtt Odell Combine.
Monday, and get is back Wednesday Mcintosh Hardware comoany's store
(Mi-iare indispensable for outing parties.
reuniting
j),e
,,f
The
of
In'.perial Laundry Co.
fureea
Free sample and booklet for Sc.
1 latl. which
t the
Th picnic baskets for
and
lb announced, puts an
.
A Citi.eu Want ad docs the work.
1
VUunp and dealer's Bame of Faa&c interesting color u.i the
y'-artt results in sdvertUine
republican Mcintosh Hardware company's store
.'."r
uLfc.
Ctwct Bora Co., Chicago, 111.
situation in New York city and Kta'e arc indispensable foi out.ng cartita. try at Evetins Citizen want ad.
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PHARMACY

ALYARADO

ALL

miles, and dropped dead as he came In
OTHER NEWS FROM GOTHAM sight of the old bam. The norse naff
been purchased from a man in Mont!- cello. Rice took the animal hoim. and
New York, July 23. The East Sid it continually whinnied, refused to eat,
ia full c.f romance ever since Miss showing 'all the signs of homesickness.
Pastor married Mr. Stokes. But the Veterinarian did not nelp it, and n

MEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus,

YOU WANT help of any kind, or

first-clas-

and

much attention as stories about horses
usuallv do. A horse purchased oy
Orrin Rice, proprietor of a large stinv
mer boardlnz house at Rock Hill. Sul
livan county, broke Ms halter, while
and start- with

cr'd
j -

THE

attracted

has

ALBUQUERQUE

MONEY to LOAN

205 East Railroad Ave.

REAL LIFE

Sullivan county

iu-uI- J

t

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

FOUND OFTEN

Even New YorK Can Sup
ply Living Instances

BY

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

i
who ihouid be working for you?
' M
ht nouid gladly lend you money?
' J
like to buy your horse?
win
business?
your
in
buy
Interest
an
would
who
who would buy tbat lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
pnone
any
kind,
of
call or write Abraham'a Employ120
office,
West Silver avement
nue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones,
On Furniture. Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Automatic, 379; Colorado, 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on'
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REWANTED.
... t ft avr.fi Oat tlcrt an
Mil T"T" J
and
s
engineer
WANTEI
A
and
nnlrklv mad
.r
his
keep
Tiow
to
fireman who knows
private. Time: One month
strictly
oroer ?
niacntmry m
to one year given. Goods remain In
not hi ne but the above kind neea your possession. Our rates ere reason'
apply. I. L., this office.
able. Call and see us before borrowgeneral wnMing.
Hi
WiANTED Clerk
with experience and a fair knowl-- j
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
edge of Spanish. Address, Allaire Steamship tickets to and frora ail
Melntvro Co.. San Antonio. N. M.
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED By Chicago wholesale ana
315 West Railroad Ave.
mail order house, assistant manager
PRIVATE OFFICES.
(man or woman) for this county
Open Evenings.
and adjoining territory. Salary. $20
wnUly;
txit'.ist?
and expenses paid
;ileasain;
money advanced. Work
CARDS
position permanent. No investment PROFESSIONAL
or experience required.
LAWYERS.
valuable. Write at once for fuli
particulars
and enclose
M. Bond.
GenIra
envelope. Address,
eral manager, 134 Lake street, Chi- ATTORNEY , AT LAW, 32 F street
D. C. Pensions,
N. W.,
cago, 111.
copyrights, caveats,
patents,
lands,
must
young;
Saleswoman,
WANTED
patents, trade marks, claims.
be experienced and auie to speai letter
Spanish. Only parties with all
R. W. D, Bryan.
qualifications and capable, need apATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquer
ply.' Write and send references im- que, N. M. Office, First .National
mediately, to the John Becker com- Bank building.
pany, Helen, N. M.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
WANTED.
MALE HELP
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Special agent to appoint
DENTISTS.
local canvassers for "Keyless PadDemand
New invention.
lock."
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
salary and exGood
cnorinrus.
Dental Surgeon.
penses "payable wfekly. Address,
15
and 10, Grant block, over
Manufacturer, 723 Chestnut street, theRooms
Dry Goods company.
Golden
Rule
Philadelphia, Pa.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
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Almond, Benzoin
and Witch Hazel
Cream 25c. - j

Cmb Trade.

About Homesick Horse
pathetic slory comes down

assured

TUESDAY. JULY 24,

Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you
wit hi names and addresses
who are
of people
"Neccessary
to Your Prosperity"

TOrtATION OF A CLEAR
SOFT. FRESH COMPLEXION.

KM
Oilrt tnlnas grow out of new condi
60
why shou.d anybody tnina
... too tions,
be-

there 'would be any connection
t.ie subway and pecket combs?
Dally by Carrier, 60c per month tween yet
tnere is. "For about two
And
Tmu Erwnno Cinrrn will too dllorod h tho weeks 1 have been trying to And out
0
or
fee
wook,
eonta
tew
of
rtty at tao
nt
Pr
why I ave had such a sudden deonto aor MlU, wit pom mommy.
mand for pocket comos." said the
Id-- ei
tiling Bates Made Inown on Application keeper of a novelty store. "I had to
renew my stock twice. Yesterday I
will aonfor a favor by notlfyltio ua asked a man who waited long enougn
IMbm
m vw
dtttoly ob any
to comb his hair whether he ould tell
AD lotto an romlttancoa shook) bo addxeaood to me why everybody seemed to need
viioi ibhino Com pant tsrafta.
nd nprrrm morT oraVro combs all at once. He told me that
ckorko. pootoffloo
IO UN
payODIO
nv w Mm if I had an appointment to meet someone on Fourteenth street upon whom
wanted to make an impression ana
Colorado 15 Irode up there In the fpnt car of a
Automatic 183
subway express I would need a comb.
it the other end. 1 tried out tne ironi
car on ne way down to Harlem and
IS
aulckly learmd that the draft through
the first car. when the front door was
open, was so heavy that a man simply
h.,i n mkp off his hat if he did not
m.nt t, iiiuo it jind his hair suffered
I had no Idea before
In consequence.
theat the subway would nelp the comb
IN
trade.'
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O YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS!
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ALBUQUERQUE. N.
CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

M.

$100,000.00
20,000.00

O

f

FOR BUSINESS APRIL 18, 1904.
THIS BANK WAS OPEN-We Invite your attention to the following statement, showing the
business growth of this bank since its organization:
$10,4ti6.92
Deposits at the end of the first day
i
19,173.00
Deposits at the end of the first week
31,821.82
Deposits at the end of the first month
92,750.13
Deposits at the end of the first six months
169,061.80
Deposits at the end of the first year
298.320.31
Deposits at the end of the first eighteen months
377,332.37
Deposits at the end of the first two years
.
434,502.31
Deposits June 18, 1906
OFFICERS:
.1. B. HERN'DON,
O. N. MARRON. Pres.
Cashier.
ROY McDONALD, Asst. Cashier.
WM. FARR, Vice Pres.

I

46-4-

o"

five-room-

f
.r.

-.

n

wlt-hou-

The Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Ass'n of Las Vegas, N. M.
CAPITAL STOCK, $2,500,000.00

t

,

live-hors-

first-class.-

Money to Loan to Build a Home
DON'T PAY RENT

N. E. STEVENS,

General Ag't.

Also Agent for The Continental Casualty Company,

ef Chicago,

III.

I

Silver
1;iassware
China
Cooking
Utensils
Brightens

Paint
Removes
Stains

SO-MuIe-Te- am

lrBorax

'Phone, 291. First

Nat-!-

Bank Bldg., Albuquerque, New Mex.

K44K4K4K
ESTABLISHED
RELIABLE."
t "OLD
L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER

e

Team
Borax
CI.eans

Auto.

.

1873.

A

2

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrl

s

the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock
in the Southwest.

I

S'aple Groceries

ihe-item-

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

-

l'-- i

RAILROAD

AVENUE.

ALLL'QUERQUE. N.

M.

0

04H04O0C4tC004f4fO4K
Haall 'be conveniences
that a
windmill gives if .so be that your
bouse is not connected with city water
mains and you have good well water
on the premises. WVH pipe the water
to wherever yoi want it and set up
all the necessary appliances in kitchen, laundry, hvdroonis and bathroom
for a moderate sam. Ask us aUiut i'.
-

I

A. SLEYSTER

Standard Plumbing and Heating Cc.

1

-

NOT?

WHY

Colo., Red 284.

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

.1.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
SH EK.n AN WILLI AM S PAINT Covers more,
longest, most economical; fiill m i"re.
HUILDiNi, PAPER Always in stock I'la-"- (!:ass. Sash Doors, Etc.
ALBLCt
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

t, wears the

Vo,-.- ,

1.
E F

u.-

-.

CL E.

Cement. Pair.'.
NEW

MEX.

TUESDAY, JULY
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AMERICA'S

About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Nov is the Time

PRINCE OF

UNCHURCH

University

i

to make

' Cardinal Gibbons Born

In the meantime, however, we will continue to sell choice

level, at from

72 Years Ago Today.

No Interest.

No Formal
CELEBRATION

Your Selection

OF OCCASION

Car
Southampton. L. I , July -dinal r.iblMins. who. as usual,
spending the summer litre, is quietl
birth
celebrating his seventy-secon- d
dav today. In accordance with hi
wish there was no formal celebration
poured i
However, congratulations
bv mail and telegraph from all part
of the globe. The summer colonists
with whom the cardinal Is very popu
lar. and many friends of the curdi
nal from other cities called durln
the day and for every one the vener
able Juhilar had a friendly word.
STATISTICIANS MEET

1

1

9

S. Second St.

IPriper1ty

JMIeSgMe
per

$25 to $150
No Notes.

50-fo-

lots, perfectly

ot

per month.

lot. $5 down, $5

No Mortgages.

No Assessments.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEMT CO.

First Natl Bank Bid.

.

1

ii.

IN
24.

BOSTON

TODAY
The annual con

LOUIS A. GOURDAIN THREATENS

TO BUILD A JAIL FOR HIMSELF
TREMENDOUS EFFORTS OF EC-'- i
CENTRIC CHICAGO FINANCIER
TO BREAK INTO JAIL "FOR HISj
H0N0R"-CALLHIMSELF CON -

Yvsen tiy-- Sixth Annual

S

VICT NO. 9800 WAS CONVICT-- j
ED OF PROMOTING A LOTTERY.

Boston, July
vention of officials of the bureau o
labor statistics of the United State Special Correspondence.
and Canada opened here today and
Chicago, July 24. Ixiuis A. Gour-dain- ,
will continue for several days. An
Chicago's "millionalrs"
interesting program has hern ar
financier,
and eccentric
ranged.
who now signs hlnwself "Convict No.
9800," is a unique personality.
He
PROMINENT CAHOLICS
is probably the first man in Chicago
ON A PILGRIMAGE
Naples, July 24. A party of about to insist on going to Jail.
When he was convicted and senK,o prominent lav Catholics from the
United States and Canada, who are tenced to serve four and a half years
on a pilgrimage to Rome, arrived here in Joliet prison he announced to the
today. They will spend a few days court, where he had conducted his
here an dthen continue their Journey own defense, that he would serve hla
to Rome, where they will be received term without appeal and that when
he was released
he would "efface"
by the pope.
his entire family td restore his honor,
would turn over his entire fortune
FATAL WRECK ON THE
SEABOARD AIR LINE to the United States government and
Ruleigh, N. C. July 24. A collision then kill himself.
He went duly to Joliet, but on his
between a freight train and a regular
passenger train on the Seaboard Air wire 8 solicitation
his lawyers se
line, some three miles south of cured a writ of supersedeas and he
was
brought
back to Chicago. Here
Hamlet resulted in the death of four
trainmen and sixteen others, and the Judge Grosscup released him on
injury of twenty-fou- r.
The wreck bonds which, he says, he signed in a
was due to the failure of n passenger fit of aberatlon.
Ab soon as he realized what he
rrain to receive orders at Rocking
had done he returned to Joliet and
ham.
demanded that the warden take him
back Into his prison, which that ofEIGHT SUSPECTS ARE
IN JAIL AT SHOSHONE ficial promptly declined to do.
Shoshone, Wlyo., July 24. Guy An
Gourdaln returned to Chicago and
derson, one of the victims of the asked the United States court to
shooting Saturday, will probably re grant a writ of mandamus against
cover. There are eight suspicious the state and federal authorities dipersons in Jail who will be shipped recting them to imprison him. This
out of the city. It is now believed also failed.
that Moody was killed by an enemy
His next attempt to break into Jail
from South Dakota aad not by gam was a trip to Washington to lay the
biers. There is no need of calling on matter before the supreme court, but
the militia, as order has been re ne arrived there only to find that the
stored.
court had adjourned until October.
Now he has gone to New York,
ANNUAL NEW ENGLAND
where he hopes to find a Judge who
RIFLE TOURNAMENT will help him In his attempt to break
Wakefield, Mass.. July 24. The an back Into jail.
nual rifle tournament under the aus
In case
other things fall, he
pices or the New England Military RI says, he willall build
a mlnature prison
fle association opened yesterday and near the
Joliet penitentiary In which
will continue till Augst 6. Every one he will confine himself,
and there he
or tne New England states Is repre
sented by picked teams, including
nearly every crack shot of the New
England militia. Some valuable tro
phles and other prizes will be contest'
ed for.

NEW MEXICO

r

lottery-promote-

m
.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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LOUIS A. GOURDAIN.
.

will remain under exact prison condipaper man and In the &0s was contions until his sentence expires. All nected with the Louisiana state lotthis Gourdaln Is doing for his "hon- tery. When that Institution as driv-

or," he says.
Gourdaln Is not an Impressive man
to look at. He is small and his color
Is dark and sallow.
But his eyes
are luminous, his conversation Is en
gaging and his presence is magnetic.
He has none of the common vices,
does not use llmior nr tnlmiwi omt
says he does not gamble,
Gourdaln was worked as
news.

en out of the country by federal law
he started a lottery of his own. It
Is said that he was once struck over
the head In a lottery fight and was
insane for several months, but later
recovered.
Mrs. Gourdaln
Is very different
from her husband, being large and
bulky and of a decided southern
type.

FOR

MOUNT

BAKER

MINING

ENGINEERS
VISIT GREAT BRITAIN
Ixmdon, July 24. The party of
American mining engineers which
came from the United states to attend
the annual meeting of the Iron and
bteel institute of Great Britain, ar
rived yesterday and was hospitably
received Dy a committee or the British institute. The joint sessions will
negin
today, and will last three
(lays.
lomorrow evening a reception
in honor of the visiting engineers will
be given by the lord mayor at the
Mansion Hou.se. On Friday the Amer
ican visitors will be the guests of the
nrltisli members at the nnmml ian

quel

BELIGIANS CELEBRATE
DATE OF INDEPENDENCE

Brussels. July 24. The seveniy-ixi- h
anniversary of Belgium's utiain-meof national independence wits
properly celebrated throughout Belgium
by popular
demonstrations,
meetings, bauqucts and other festivities. In many cities the celebration of
the anniversary, the exact dale ,.f
which is July 22, is held today.
New York, July 24. The Belgians
of this city largely celebrated the
anniversary of Belgium's Independence. Vesterday many of the Belgian
Kocieties had outings and meetings In
honor of the anniversary, and this evening several banquets win be held"
at which the event will be officially
celebrated.
nt

"Yes. Indeed." said

the

old resident

LOGAN

BECOMES

A

STEN--

Purses for Horse Races
Maneuvers by United States Troops,
Baby 8how.
Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit
Trades Dlepl.y.
Flower Parade
Montexum. Bail.
Carnlv
.ttractIons, wlth M ,naw, 0 th
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.

n

WEDS A RICH BOSTON BANKER
AMY

7th to 22nd, 1906.

2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet eV Chandon's White Seal
Champagne Stake. $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit Md Vegetable Exhibit..
Relay Races.
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

CLIMBERS

Portland, Ore., July 24 The Maza
mas, a society of mountain climbers,
and several mountain climbers not be
longing to that society started from
here today on a trip, which will In
elude the ascension of Mt. Baker, near
ueiungnam, Wash., and of Mt. Shuk-san- .
a few miles east of Mt. Maker
The excursionists will arrive in Ta- coma tcmorrow and will be entertained by the Tacoma Chamber of Commerce. On the following day they will
be entertained
by the Bellitigham
ctiamuer or Commerce.

1

Ter ritof ial Fairs for quarter of a century
bat nothing like this

ONCE RICH, SHE 'WENT TO WORK;

MOUNTAIN

fkW

I

on all Railroads

.

i

Reduced Bates

OGRAPHER THROUGH NECESSITY AND NOW SHE HAS MON-- j
EY TO BURN AGAIN.

Special Correspondence.
Boston, July 24. A real romance
has culminated in the marriage ol
Frederic
Tudor, banker,
clubman
and famous Harvard athlete, to Slits'
Amy Logan, relative of Gen. John A.
Logan.
Miss Logan's family, formerly very
wealthy, occupied an exalted Btation
n the aristocratic city of Springfield.
One day their riches took Hight and
the girls had to go to work. Amy
soon became proficient in shorthand
1 udor, who had known her as a
society belle, was delighted at her;
show of independence.
He wanted
to marry her then, but she refused,
saying that she did not wish to be-- !
come a rich man s wile in order to
et rid of honest toil. Neither would
she accept a position in bis ottice, de- larlng that sie was not prollclent.
A
year later Tudor advertised for
'
stenographer, offering a large sal- ary. Miss Ixigan, unaware of the ad- vertist;i 's Identity, responded and
hen found, when too bite to retreat,
bat she hud asked him for a posl- ion. That was one year ago.
She
ontininul in his employ till two
'
weeks before their wedding.
Mrs. Tudor Is a woman of striking'
oveliness, with a perfect figure anil
beautiful light brown hair, with a
golden
glint in the sunlight. She,
was a splendid subject, for the pho- ographer and an interesting story is.
old, in relation to one of her pictures.
It is said that while Tudor was
iding In an electric car he suddenly
rose from his seat and. walking to
he coiner of the car, ripped an ad- venising card from its place. The street cars
wharves in Charleston ar; named
picture was a favorite one of his
jr Tnrinr ' who is about
..ca.o ana wnence his ships. laden with
I.
I. .
i
.....,. -J .w,e
t..ln
p..u.ograpner
was ..
is at the head of several lucra- sequentlv renuested to ca in all the Hv
Vce set lorth two generations ago
.
uie tropical cnuntr ea of thp

Stops earache in two minutes;
toothache or pain of burn or scald In
five minutes; hoarseness, one hour,
muscleache, two hours; sore throat,
twelve hours Dr. Thomas Electric
Oil, monarch over pain.
o

"There's (some kind of a mystery in
Bilkins' marriage."
"Sure."
"WHiat is It?"
"That ue found a woman willing to
marry him."

..-

1

...

uo-iol- d,

.nr. iirarton
has represented our
state in the United States senate for
a quarter or a century. He is a tried MURDERER SEEKS DEATH
,v,r had. The people of the Mesllla
and trusted representative of the peoBring on Your Fits.
BY STARVATION
alley should not only commence to!
lon "airl Patent medicine ven- get
is
D.
,
it
their
Jlton,
mat
ieareu
the
ready,
exhibits
but
I.
should
"He's different from the United layton
aor
down In 1 ennessee writes t.i
murderer, will die i n m,i he.: make nrenaratlon. tn on
Tko
States senators out in our country," fore
any
that np h:ls dlHf,overed aa
disposition
,?aper
is
can
short,
be
as
made
and
ofitance
rail-usual
the
! unfailing cure
said the visitor from the west. "They
for fits, . and aniti
the last
a
uw
.
j u . " ...
.
wre never trusted after they're tried." nim. For
a
"...
,
i
one
win
r
if if
"a" reiusea
to eat anything and Tor the round trip. It will be worth
' "is sratr are in
,k
Anyway, General Stoessel isn't any whether it is owing to his ill health seeing, and the fair and the trip will
. "I,1 of navln fiIS n -- '"1 Knd up
I""- - Thanks, awfully, broth- worse off dead than alive in Russia. or whether ho is attempting to starve be enjoved bv' your family and you
no one in ln's ranch ' "fltified "
hlmself to death, the officers do not too.
The r,li,r never had but one fit in
know. Bolton has grown exceedingly
Saved Hit Comrade's Life.
Ilfe' and that was last fa" hen a
'
"While returning from the Grand weak and Is unable to rise from his LEE SHEPARD DROWNED
,,nfll'ent. subscriber suddenly butted
Army encampment
at Washington couch. It Is believed that his actions
NEAR DOUGLAS
ln ar"' Pa'd UP pn years' back sub- itv. a comrade from Elgin, II!., wag are caused bv his insanity.
Thos. v oung of Raton received ascription.
This liked to have finished
taken with cholera morbus and was m
"legram
from his sister Mrs Hade us. but we are willing
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E. MESILLA VALLEY WILL
to stand the
Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
BE REPRESENTED
Ue
l
''in Chanihberlain'g Colic, Cholera Two years ago some of the new- - v.
COmSa fC?ra .!he ?amp
i
""f
and Diarrhoea Rep-ed'
and I believe comers did their level best to oI?,n- - .McCready. sNter .f Sirs Shepard ,ef,
'
o
it saved bis life.
I have
been en- ize a
Valley Fair aMMncUtioii
.
....
.... .
fur iw.n,.h.w
.,!...
gaged tor ten years in immigration ,.. orSlesilU
some reason failed, says the eon, or, si e
.
I
ol and s blv bri g V ere'
work and lave conducted many par- U Cruces CiUzen.
n ,an' ,i "
th, w.rl''
has!. he Uidy to Raton for nurmen
ties to the south and west. I always :ts annual fairs, winAlbuquerque
'
"
time
.th
?.nly
or
lose.
This will be reme.nl.ered that Mrs simp
"m Is a hen it
carry this remedy and have used it year. Judging from
in jest
the preparations ard l..sr her husband about' three a truth .
u
essfuliy on manv occasions". nip inane,
,
,
. j
nils one win eclinsf anv.imri
Sold by all druggists.
' nn.l
ujoouy
else in lae isirg. Leslie
""' i"rr uuiy
thing in the way of fairs Albuquerque child makes
the ca.e particularly
be married?
Carter family
-

tit

.

i
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

-

low- -

7 cents per foot.
U'ia
A home made door, with trimmings,!

I

,fv'.Va i.r,.
ar.

making window screens ail
nior-.lje- l
together, and as strong as,
a djor, for 7 cents a square foot. A
door,
sctvl-or
that1
will outlast any door shipped In here!
f;om the cast, together witu trim-- 1
for $1.25.
Vd maka the regular shop made1
screen djrs that have always cost,
$2.0to $2 25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND

-

DENVER

urn,

PLANING

MILL CO.

RIO

Citiien Want ad.

Tr

July 1, 1906.)
Eastbound.
No. 2. Atlantic Express, arrives 7: SI
t. m-- , departs 8:25 a. m.
Nj. 4. Chicago Limited, arrives H:Bf
?. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
&
No. 8, Chicago
Kansas City Ex
press, arrives 6:45 p. m-- , depart
i

.:t

In

eff-jc-

t

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low ss by
and other lines,

p. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:1
p. m , departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3. California Limited, arrive
C a. m.. departs llf'JS a. m.
No. 7. Mexico & California Express.
arrives U':i3 p. ni., departs i, ii
p in.

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS.
CHAIR CARS.

1

No.
p. in

On all

Southbound.
E' Paso train, departs at 12:35

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. Sc T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

1t

':

a. m.
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7 runs direct to 8an Francisco.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Aoge'ei snd

San Francisco.

All trains daily.

T. E. PURDT, Agent.

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising matter
or Information, address or apply to

freight train, No. 99, south
bound, departs at 6 a. m., snd csr
riej passengers..
Arrives From South.
Mev co Express, arrives

Local

N

G R A Af D B
SYSTEM

"Scenic Line of the Wotld"

RAILROAD TIME TABLE!

i

I

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

She
never loses an opportunity to brag."
"I didn't notice any bragging this
afternoon."
"Didn't you? Didn't yju hear her
siiy she never learned to cool; until
af'w siif was married?"

'Of

Mi

Wholesale Grocers

"Sirs. Kalltawk is so boistful.

j

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

'
!

SUBSCRIBE

FOR THE

EYENING

CITIZEN

AND

GET THE NEWS

1
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UML OMDING SMLE

AND STERLING POTTER

To Avoid Parental Objections

There's mighty little In a name,
As Shakespeare Justly says;
Canned tripe may sell as potted pan e,
As Shakespeare Justy says.
Life Is not always cakes and ale;
Some statesmen will not go to Jail,
And thereby hangs a woeful tale.
As Shakespeare Justy says.

TU

I

l.

oxccooxooc

W. T. McCP.EIQHT,

. STRICKLER,

HISS IMYUE PRATT

From ShoKespeare

By The Citizen Publishing Company
W.

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

PACE FOUR.

Elope and Marry This
Morning at 1.

WeVeJftjoJV

1

set
At last there Is to be a systematic movement to
physical
Europe,
the
to
and
States
United
forth; to the
HARRISON-MUNHOLLANstretching
By Several
Dollars. It
nd social attractions of the great region
the
to
Kansas
from 'the northerly line of Missouri and
be
must
sold
Globe-DemGo it
price.
some
the
To avoid parental objections on the
lulf of Mexico and the Rio Grande, says Association
has
Industrial
must.
part of the bride's father, Sterling P.
ocrati The Southwestern
confound this sale
He Jests at scars who knows no wound.
Potter, formerly an employe of Hubbs"
planned a campaign which has this for Its object. That
with
of
the
fake sales
says.
of
laundry, and Miss Mayme Pratt,
As Shakespeare Jilsty
body )s composed of the commercial organliatlons
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Pratt,
lnv that maken the world no 'round
now
going
Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma. Indian Territory and
on. So many.stores
Busiquietly eloped to Old Albuquerque
As Shakespeare Justy says.
Texas. The St. Louis Merchants" exchange and
this
season
this
merely plow over their
morning,
a
they
Inspiration
where
secured
bush;
In
two
chief
A bird in hand beats
ness Mens league belong tO'lt. The
marriage license, the groom giving his
stock
Without a pull you'll need much push;
and
then
for the formation of the association came originally
the "weeds" with
age as 21 and the bride 19, after which
A wise man drops a bobtalled flush.
from St. Louis. A special aim of the society will be to
they went to the residence of Rev.
clearance
cards.
by
says.
sales are
the
influenced
Justy
Shakespeare
are
who
As
Hammond, on North Eighth street,
read the tens of thousands
Dosales
paper
where, at 11 o'clock. In the presence
and
nothing
seductive Canadian appealB tar move over into the
more. You -of two mutual friends, as witnesses,
The early bird acquires the worm,'
minion, and also to reach the thousands of these dupes
will
find
here
no tricks, no shams,
they were united in marriage by Rev.
As Shakespeare Justy says.
who are returning to the United States.
Hammond.
With mules and wives one should be firm..
strings
tied
no
to our
offers
The railways of the southwest 'Missouri Pacific.
A reporter for The Evening Citizen,
As Shakespeare JuBty says.
Iron Mountain. Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Frisco. Rock
seeing
couple
the
wedded
newly
A word's sufficient to the wise,
Island, Santa Fe, and the rest of them are taking a
standing at the corner of Second
And If to wealth and fame you'd rise.
In fact, the
tianri In the new immigration propaganda.
street
and Coal avenue this afternoon,
pays
to advertise.
You'll find It
approached them from the rear and
railways for years past have been doing a good deal of
As Shakespeare Justy says.
laid his hand on the groom's shoulder,
missionary work of this sort. But now, unaer tne new
Intending to offer congratulations.
Industrial Associa
BtlmiiliiH which the Southwestern
Like a flash young Sterling whirled
tion's campaign offers, the roads will be able to do
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
around,
and then seeing a stranger,
ac
to
they
able
have
been
section
than
morel for this
Furnishing
smiled
weakly.
rather
Furnishing!
in
been
has
work
as
valuable
their
complish heretofore,
"Gee, how you scared mel" he said.
thlsTdlrectlon.
They will have able and alert allies In
you
thought
"I
was the 'old man.'
the constituent members of the Southwestern Industrial
When the situation was explained
News.
Denver
The
will
which
distributed
will
be
the bride said:
Association. Literature
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
diffe from that sent over to us from Canada In this
"Well, I don't care.
love Sterling
condi
Remember, Eureka ia the only lime
and we wanted to marry. Papa obvital, respect, that it will tell a true story. The
admis
jected, and has objected ever since sold here that will not pop, crack or
El Paso, Tex., July 22. One of the first public
tions, agricultural, mineralogical and social, 'oi mis rBee that It is
.Mex
we have been sweethearts, so at last blister In the wall.
all
higher
class
of
of
the
representative
will
stand
language
which
a
8ions
in
from
sion will be set forth
your
contract.
specified
In
we
anger
and
decided
brave
his
to
against
Americans
leans that there Is a Ditter reeling
tests..
HAHN & CO.
get
anyway. We Intended to
t.
will be set up in the republic south of the Rio Grande which will re keepmarried
tho
It secret, and asked the clerk
out.
tne
oi
being
driven
In
eventually
Americans
substantiated,
the
suit
amply
Mcent those which exBerlence has
who gave us the license to say nothu miro i
PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
n. inollmml. nl thp mmmprrlfll and ndustrlal asso- -- country ana me restoration
ing about It, but now that it's out I Badaracco's Summer Garden
firm
of
secretary
Y. De Mortanas,
the
inby
Senor
is
made
furnish
all
glad
to
will
locality
care.
be
don't
so
married,
We're
of
there:"
this
dations
EASY TO REACH.
.r .
..
4
i w...!
larfr
i
i Snnnn,.n .nu
The groom stated that they would
""m
formation regarding the southwest as a place or seme- - or .squares bhu miu-OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
an
me
nrms
in
make
In
RELIEVES PAIN.
home
city
state
their
ounoia.
in
oi
Many
this
for
est
the
sorts
commission
mens and develoDment which Is asked for.
time being, later intending to go to
uuuuirjurai
..i
..!.,
n . nv xsiflo hprrtinir cox - tprview nere Monanas urciaraa my
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
Fine Whiskies, Wines, Brandies and
shall to last Aiprll, was an employe of the
ton growing, lumbering, garden truck producing, as well still determined that they, and not the foreigners,
to last April, was a nemploye of the soft drinks. Good restaurant and
nw
m
j
mne
country,
own
is
ru
e
mprfh
American
And
CURES
lain
of
rest
the
their
RHEUMATISM.
rn.n,.ft..rini
un.
c and the "
wu
Hubbs' laundry, and has many friends bowling alleys in connection. EveryDortant activities can here find a favorable field. In from Mexico, but without the shedding of blood.
among the younger set In this city, body welcomed and accommodations
CURES
KIDNEY AILMENTS.
All Americans must vo.
ttio.o at.iehnrul creation rtava. when the eves of the I
while the bride, the daughter of the first-clas- s.
of
uprising
an
will
be
declares
locality
there
Mortanas
Mr.
CURES
toward
well
this
DIABETES.
grocer,
turned
oonntrv are beelnnine .to 'be .
known
has a host of
.....
.
nmci.euuciice ,l.v . friends to wish her Joy In her mar
wlth'special interest, there is a particular timeliness m a revolutionary limine u .uriu-iiCURE3 INDIGESTION.
this settlement and development campaign which is be- - September lb, ana at mat time Americans wno are in ried lire.
advantage
Is
It
will
be
railshown
to
their
republic
that
the
associations
and
by
CURES DROPSY.
the
commercial
the
ing started
d
Nuptials.
io leave, in tne unving or Americans irom tne country
ways of the southwest.
Shortly before noon today Probate
No. 424 North Second St.
without resort to arms, Mr. Mortanas declares that it Clerk Walker
received a call from
will be accomplished by the united action of the Mexi
ACCOMVODAT10NS
FIRST
BOARDING
hree unusually distinguished appearSTABLE
SANITARY
Strikes ng people, a young man of portly pro.
can employes In the mines and on railroads.
CLASS.
to
request
of
the
will be instituted wherever the refusal
portions, a young woman strikingly
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
A recent telegram from Topeka said that J. C. Rob- - remove American employes is made. In all mines owned pretty and an elderly lady.
we would like a marriage license," Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Inson, a member of the state hoard or rauroaa commis- by Amerlpans t wui De demanded that every portion be
Auto., 311.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
was the request made by the young
lonrs, and one of the nest Known stocKtnen in ne filled by Mexicans.
know
man.
they
"I
cost
don
rates, gocd for thirty days.
t
do
trip
state, says tnat tne Kansas iarmers win uegin ieeumg
wi) Ostracize Americans.
money?"
wheat to their stock wltnin tnirty days unless mere is
Thp movement has extended so far (hat after Sen
A
"Oh," yes, you have to buy them Just
& greater "spread" between the prices of wheat and teml)er 16 lt )a declared that Mexicans will decline to
the same as a dog license," was the
;
I
corn, it. nas iDeen nve years since
ivunmts miners tnA work in nrnnerties owned by Americans.
In business laughing remark of his young consort.
ANO THEN A HOME OWNER
.
, ,
wheat to their stock. In 19ol the price of wheat and
affaira , reBent. Americans will be lg
th
William H. Harrison and Miss J
PROVIDE FOR THE FUTURE
corn were so near together that the farmers ground the nored and even oppressed to show that their presence Myra J. Munholland." they wrote their
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
,
wheat and fed it to their stock.
1ne country j8 not desired. This is said to be the names.
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
' "In 1901," Bald Mr. Robinson, "1 fted 15,000 bushels conservative plan of the intelligent native Mexicans for
shortly
This afterno'"!
after
upon
Rev
of wheat and four carloads, of flour to my stock. I mixed driving out Americans who. It Is declared, are "enslav o'clock the same trio called
W. Barron, of the Congregational
the low grade flour I bought with cotton seed meal andlw Mexico" from the republic. From Cananea and oth- - church.
We opened for subscription July 1,
pretty
The
ring service fol
it made a good feed for stock. The prices of wheat andler points there has been a large exodus of Americans lowed. Mr.
a new series of monthly payment savand,
Harrison
and
Mrs.
I
corn were so near together that year that we could not wno .fled after receiving the warning note.
Mrs. J. H. Munholland are registered ings installment stock; $1 per month
will carry a $200 share.
jjr. Mortanas declares that Colonel W. C. Greene Is at the Alvarado.
afford to ship out our wheat and ship in corn. This
Courtesy and attention to
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Also a series of prepaid investment
yeartwheat is worth 60 cents a bushel in Butler county ftjing the positions formerly held by Americans In the
guests is a pleasure to us.
'After a short sojourn in Albuquer
and corn Is worth' 50 cents."' There are sixty pounds of Consolidated with Mexicans, and the same methods are que we may go to the Grand canyon stock paying 6 per cent interest,, on
LOCATION
or we may go to New York, or we deposit of $100 and upwards.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
wheat to the bushel and ft Is therefore Worth a cent a!ueing followed elsewhere. It is declared
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
Angeles," said the
may return to
pounds to the bushel. We
pound. Corn has only fifty-siCONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
stock.
newly made benedict this afternoon at
raise1 more wheat In Butler county than corn, and wp
We will loan you money to buy or New Mexico people spending the Summer cn the beaches are welcome to
'
the hotel.
would therefore have to ship out our wheat and ship,. In
build you a home at once, if you b
I
Albu
see,
"You
in
live
used
to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
corn.' It would cost .about 3 cents a bushel to ship tjut
querque and that's why we came here come a stockholder.
wheat and that nfueh. ' a , bushel to ship Ja .corn.
way
Mr.
Har
was
married,"
be
to
the
"
HOLLENBECK DOOR.
The result is that the corn is worth about 50
Building and Loan DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE
rison explained the bringing his bride The
cents a bushel to us and the wheat about 49 cents a
all the way here from Los Angeles to
Association ot Albuquerque
bushel. There Is more nutriment in a bushel of wheat,
be married.
H
Established In 1888.
groom
son
Thos.
by about four pounds, so we can better afford to feed
the
The
of
is
now
building
Harrison,
who
built
the
19, GRANT BLOCK.
,,
ROOM
the wheat"
couple
painful
find
a
puzzling
to
is
Is
as
that
as
it
lt
known as the White Elephant block
The wheat crop In Butler and a number of other w ho several years ago dedicated their lives to the solv The father died in Nebraska.
H.
H. TILTON,
The
Secretary.
wheat counties is larger than was expected ana it '"ling oi sociological proniems nave maae a muauie m iue- son, who today became the head of a
nearest home. Broughton Brandenburg, social re- family, is at present assistant post Any Information Desired Furnished,
venr orobable that a great deal Of it will be ted to stock lone
I
have separated master of Los Adigeles, where be will
between now and the time corn Is ready for feed. In former, and his wife, his able
When Brandenburg, author of "Imported Ameri- - take his bride to live. The newly
nearly all of the counties where wheat Is the principal
There's no "maybe" about it. Whet
crop the condition will be similar to that prevailing In I cans," and other works designed to lead the public mind wed Mrs. Harrison Is the daughter of
you
want it to do, it WILL do.
H. Munholland, a real estate broker
Butler. The corn crop promises to be one of the big to sociological light, marired a young woman who Shared J.
is in Itself, an emancipation procIt
pf
Long
Calif.
Beach,
crops of the year and It Is expected that the price of J dig views and his aims, common comment pronounced It
which has liberated its tne
lamation
I
this grain will drop when the crop Is nearly ready to an Ideal marriage. For must not sociology, like char- "Sugar Foot," a colored cook quite
thousands
of white slaves in the
of
says,
price
In
enough
ny,
to
drop
warrant
is
the
simply
now
begin at home? Mrs. Brandenburg
market. If the
well known throughout New Mexico
worry and comfort; bebetween
battle
e
thel-Hchange, the farmers will begin, feeding again after
was ever kind to me, but conditions have arisen because of a long police court record
tween dirt and cleanliness; between
crop la In.
whereby it is liest for us not to see each other." Bran- - is in Jull at Raton, awaiting to be tried
nd handlness; or, in
inconvenience
I
jdenburg himself has nothing to say or nis failure, Deing for larceny. "Sugar Foot" was run
short, between the old antiquated
too busy perhaps giving 1he rest of us his recipe for nine a little chill joint in Chihuahua
Raton, and went to the meat house of
success.
coal stove methods and up o date
William Mcintosh, another restaurant
Maybe it is impertinent, but we can not help won keeper of
las Range idtas.
secure
fresh
place,
a
to
the
There are some who oppose Jointure on the ground dering why It is that so many zealous persons who make supply of meat at the nominal cost of
that in every material element of perjimnent prosperity a business of knowing with exact
Just running a chance of being run In. He
WE'VE SAMPLES AT THE CF- nd' In every phase of civilization, Ntw Mexico is super- what Is best for other people in all departments of life was caught and the prospects are that
TO SHOW YCU.
FICE
ior to Arizona; and that, therefore, union with Arizona should blunder so in their own most Important affairs. he will have to pay.
Specialty
Our
Is
Embalming
dampresent
a
our
to
and
a
detriment
actually
b
of
would
Were the Brandenburg case an exception it might be
age to our future. They further believe that the evils little consequence.
of vnin would outweight the Ixneflts of Immediate
But there Is the like case of Gorky, the case of Her-roCor. Fifth Street and Railroad Avs.
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
statehood.
of Jack London, of Mrs. Besant and even John AlexAuto., 152.
Colo, phone, Black,. 298.
Another class are controlled more by sentiment. ander Dowie, all of whom profess to possess the formula
CORNER 4th ANO GOLD
The name, the history, the traditions, the achievements for the regulation of every detail of conduct of the avof Uew Mexico are dear to their hearts, and they pre- erage man and woman, but are utterly unable to work
fer o be in the Territory of New Mexico to being a part out their theories In their own lives. It Is worth while
repeated until it becomes
sociology
of the State of Arizona. As sentiment is a stronger in to obsefVe merely that all the
second nature and is done unconcentive than cold reason, the members of this class are or religion ever taught, which has not a happy home as
more eager and active in their opposition than are those ;ts foundation, is not worth the wind that carries it.
sciously. People form good habits
Jutt mentioned. The third class believe that single
as well and as tasilv as they do
statehood will come after awhile, and so they would have
bad ones.
the' people refuse present Jointure In the hope of that
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
Saving money Is a habit just as
as
day of future fruition. The politiiopposition. such
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
or slang.
BOTH PHONES
much as using
It is, enrolls Itself undT this flag, apparently thinking
w to feel aa much
gr
can
none.
You
any
Is
than
pretext
better
thr.t
Bisbee Evening Miner.
.luudnro in ravine money as In
That there are these three classes who oppose jointpending money for luxuries in
ure is evident; and that most of those who offer iVse
XXXCXXXXXXXXXXXX2KLKXXXCKXXX
The Thrilling
objections are sincr does not admit of doubt. The Ont'e things that you can do without
If the fi viral caterpillars now btling fed and cared
sen', however, believes that the number in each class i
The real necessities of life are
rapidly growing less, and that with the exception of for lv IT. V. .). Hart turn out to be a specie of silk worm.
of a simple nature and Inexpensive.
Sensational Melodrama
the' partisan oppoiienets .those who oppose Jointure which the doctor l'!ieves them to be, several years may
It is l..e luxuries of life that cost.
mctely because it is a republican party measure there sef another profitable industry in this section of the
The habit of saving money Is 8
if
will be but little opposition by the time the question is country.
$1.50
possession and the earlier
good
Per Gallon As yet I'r. Hart is nimble to determine into what his
submitted to the people at the polls in November,
th'i
for
better
life it is formed the
Large
Special
on
Price
Orders
Nevertheless, it stands the friuads of jointure in hand pets will develop, but for Mime time he has been watchindividual. A bank account Is a
to be up and doing, so that there shall be no opposition ing their movements w.th the greatest imerst. He keeps
Delivered to any part oi the city
w.nderful aid to the man who
ih'iii iu a large glass bottle covered with a thin piece
which reason and argument may remove.
of cloth in order to provide plenty of air. and feeds them
saves uis money.
on leaves from a locust tree, which diet keepa them in a
splendid condition.
COMMERCE
Phone Cole. Red 2.
PRICES CF ADMISSION, 15 AND THE BANK OF
The caterpillars with which Pr. Hart is experimentMEXICO
NEW
ALBUQUERQUE,
25
CENTS.
reports
ing were found by him on a locust tree near the El Paso
At the very beginning of the sensational
concerning the Socorro earthquakes, sent to outside house on Ilrewery avenue. He discovered an apple tree
f
papers by unscrupulous correspondents, we protested ou on (. K. street near the Colorado house which also conLOOKS GOOD TO
the ground that much harm would be done to the terri- tains many of th worms.
tory. We are glad that the Albuquerque Citizen has
The coccoons selected by the ilocior ure from three
begun a crusade against the reports and the reporters.
to four inches in length, the silky fiber of which is cov
wbtn
tu
Tha;'s wl&t you'll
Wednesday The Citizen sent to the Associated 1'ress eered with short sticks, evidently so arranged by the
Agent
For
all fur-;nopen
home,
caterpillar
protection.
for
statements
that
bad
One
of
of
the
cut
little
coccoon
truth
the
when
denial
that
lice
a vigorous
ste
0om
founij their way Into print through this usually reliable showed u fine silky interior, and Dr. Hart Is confident
uisbed, fur ll.COO; I
worm.
and tonservulive agency, through the medium of unprin that it was woven by a species of llie-ilbalam e 5 a mon'h.
Two years ao the worms were seen on sex oral trees
cipled correspondents in Santa Fe and El Puso. The
!ii or placed ou commission. Amusecitlzuns of Socorro are also endeavoring to set the press about the city, but last year there were none to be found.
All kinds of coiu machine s
right regarding the mutter. There seems to be no doubt Silk worms are raised to some extent In the Salt river
ment nickel and penny machines, trade producers, money machines;
larKe profits on unail iuvt stun l.!o. r.ivestiga'ltin invited.
that 'treat injustice has been done to Socorro. The most valley, but it is said 10 be too hot for them to flourish in
reliable reports show that no more than $2,000 worth of that district. If it develops that silk worms can be
PENNY PARLOR. 216' i South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.
raised here the heat will not be a handicap to the in- 8
daindge bus been done and" not a person has been
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dustry.
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LETTER FROM SUPER-

Great preparations are being made
for the convention ct territorial wool
growers to be held in this city during
the week of the twenty-sixt- h
annual
fair, and it promises to eclipse, in
point of delegates and interest, any
convention ever held in New Mexico.
Hon. Solomon Luna is In receipt of
a letter from Governor Hagerman. In
which the latter states that he is In
receipt of numerous letters of inquiry
which Bhowg that the matter Is being
taken seriously and that all the 250
delegates appointed by himself will be
in attendance, or the major part of
them."
In addition to the governor's delegates to the convention the county
commissioners of each county in the
territory will appoint seven delccntes
from their respective counties to represent them at the convention and
each commercial club in the territory
will send delegates.
There are 2,200 sheep men In
who have registered marks,
and about 300 additional who have
come In or started operations since
the above list was compiled, so that
in all there are about 2,500 wool growers in this territory, each of whom
will be extended an invitation to be
present and participate in the convention.'
The Elks' theater, wherein will be
held the sessions of the convention,
ha been secured for Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, September 18, 19
and 21, by those having the convention arrangements in charge and
these dates will prevail for the convention.
On the opening day the delegates
will organize, committees will be appointed and other business transacted.
On the second day the committees
will report and papers bearing on the
wool growing interests will be read,
the final 'business of the convention
being wound up on Friday.
A number of prominent wool growers of this territory, Arizona, Colorado and Wyoming will be invited to
be present and address the convention, or read papers, and it is thought
that some of the foremost officers of
the National Wool Growers' association of the United States will be in
attendance.
The Roswell sheep men have recently perfected a local organization
and in a letter to Hon. Solomon Luna,
one of the Roswell growers states
that a large delegation will be sent to
the Albuquerque convention.
This 'convention, in some respects,
will be one of the most Important to
the welfare and interest of tho territory at large ever held, inasmuch as
many matters relative to the interests
of the wool growers which, aside from
mining, is New Mexico's leading industry, will be taken up, discussed
and acted upon. Preparing Jersey Exhibit.
C. B. Gleckler, superintendent of the
stock exhibit for the coming fair, is
making strenuous endeavors to have
the Jersey exhibit here the most attractive ever offered cattle breeders
In this part of the United States. Under the ararngements now contemplated a larger purse for Jerseys will
be hung up than is ofTered anywhere
or at any fair outside of New York
state. A total of $800 in prizefe will
In all probability be offered,
which
will exceed by several hundred dollars the purses : offered for the same
class at the big Illinois state fair, or
any of the others. Mr. Gleckler Jias
received communications from a number of large Jersey raisers who are
contemplating entering their stock
here.

The New Mexico Territorial Fair
association will offer prizes as follows, for baseball during the fair at
Albuquerque: First iprlze, 1700; second prize, $400; third prize, $200.
The rules and regulation, to govern the tournament, are as follows:
"No town can be represited by
ni re iban one club.
"There will be no entrance fee.
"Clubs playing In this series of
games will be limited to Arizona, New
Mexico, LI Paso. Texas, and Trinidad,

Colo.

.

"The players must, have lived continuously in the above named districts for at least sixty days prior to
the time of playing, and the manager
of each team must be prepared to substantiate this fact, except that each
team may have three iniiorted players.
"The management will arrange the
order of playing and f:r umpire. All
eames will be played under national
league rules. All entries must be
made not later than September 1."
A set of the above rules have been
mailed to all tennis In the towns and
districts mentioned, and Judging from
the answers received at the secretary's, office, at least five teams will
take part In the tournament, namely:
Trinidad, oolo., Santa Fe, El Paso,
Texa-sClifton, Ariz., and Albuquerque.
Las Vegas is apparently out
of the running. As far as can be
learned, the Meadow City has no
team w.ortn while entering in the
tournament, and the time in which a
team could be legally organized to
take part in the tournament has expired. According to the rules, at
least six players of every team must
have resided in the city represented
for a period of sixty days prior to
September 1". Three players, it Is
noted, may be brought into the country from the outside at any time prior
t the beginning of the tournament.
As to. the other cities mentioned,
each .of them Is represented now and
has been represented during the entire season, by strong teams. The
Clifton ant. El Paso teams, as well as
Trinidad's "Bix Six," are especially
strong. Aluuquerqiie and Santa Fe
are the weakest .earns of the 'five
mentioned, nut the pre.-en- t
condition
of them may be attributed to lack of
practice. Neither of them have played
a half dozen games during tne entire
season. However, loth of these teams
have the material out of which practice will make conuinations hard to
beat.
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ary for the Presbyterian church in
New Mexico, returned this morning
from Iteming, w here he 'attended a
meeting ot the Rio Grande Presbytery. The most important worV of
the meeting was the ordination
of
two ministers.
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We have on sale a large lot of

Carpet Remnants

Attorney IL V. D. Bryan Is again at
his desk attending to business after
a week's absence in Denver, where he
represented the local lodge of Elks
at the annual convention.
Upon being asked for his general
impression of the convention he said
that as it was the first one he attended he; could only give what others
said. It was the universal Impression
that it was the largest and the best
convention of Elks ever held. The
people of Denver did everything In
their power to give their visitors a
good time. The weather was pleasant. On Saturday afternoon before
the convention Denver was visited by
a terrific rain storm, which cleared
the atmosphere and made the nlr cool
t
and pleasant. During the week a
showers cooled the air, but did
not Interfere with the pleasure of the
crowds. There were many Elks from
all over the United States and Colorado was well represented.
The
streets were always filled with a jolly
crowd hound on having a good time.
There was no rowdyism nor was there
any disturbance.
Wlhile there were
niany outside of the Elks who, taking
advantage of the low fares and the
prospect of a time, crowded into Denver, there was no drunkenness on the
streets: t':ls was perhaps in a great
measure due to the fact that In no
place in the city was there Hn open
house kei.
Waat. did the convention do?
It
made history for the order. A new
constitution was adopted and a new
ritual. The sessions of the lodge were
numerous. There were eleven sessions from Monday evening to Friday
afternoon, and these sessions were
crowded with business. " They were all
well attended and the representatives
nobly resisted the allurements of the
many pleasure resorts and faithfully
attended the meetings. . The big men
who have made the order what It Is
were there, and were very active in
shaping legislation.
What will be the effect? The members of the order who will atudy the
minutes of the meeting at Denver will
be prouder of it than ever before. I
think that others learning of It will
seek memliershlp.
The order lift's
added fifty lodges during the past
year and the membership has also
greatly
Increased. There are now
about
of a million Elks in
the United States. The prominent
part taken by the Elks during the relief of the San Francisco sufferers endeared the order to all who learned
of its prompt and efficient relief. It
was first on the ground and Its agents
saw that no Elk or nny ki;h or kin
of an Elk appeared In the bread line;
their wants were met in ft less obtrusive manner.
The Elks of the
country gave more than was needed
and stood ready to double their of"
ferings.
At the regular lodge meeting tomorrow evening Mr. Bryan will make
a detailed report of the convention.
few-ligh-

ON DE4TH

DEGREE

OF POCAHONTAS TAKES
APPROPRIATE ACTION ON MATTER.
-

The Degree of Pocahontas of this
city, has passed the following resolutions:
Wtfiereas, The Great
Spirit haa
called the father and grandfather of
our sisters: Mrs. F. Dnagoie and Miss
Ella Dragole, to ihe Happy Hunting
Grounds; be it
Resolved, That the members of
Anona Council No. 1, Degree of Pocahontas. I. O. R. M.. tender their most
heartfelt sympathy and condolence to
the stricken sisters; and be it
Resolved, That a copy or this
resolution be sent to the family of
sisters Mrs. F. and Miss Ella Dragole; and be It
Resolved, That a eopv of thlR
resolution be spread on Hie minutes
of this council; and lie it
Resolved, That this resolution be
published In the daily newspapers of
this city.
CHARLES L. KEPPELER,
MiSS BECKER.
MISS KEPPELER,
Committee.
THE GIRL IN RED
Some verv remarkable phofoir rauhs
are on exhibition at the Millett stu-d215 West Railroad avenue, showing "The Girl In Red," In her darlnx
plunge.
Rellly Edwards Is Also
"caught In the very act." as it were,
and Dr. Carver, in his wizard-likshooting. In these photographs, mo
Mon has been practically
arrested.
They were made by Mr. Millett with
Goerz-An1be wonderful
hutz camera, the marvf) of the photographic
i'fi. This camera is an en'lrely new
denarturp from the ordinary type of
instrument, and emlKxIles several new
features, among wlilch Is the focal-planxhuttr. This shutter admits of
n adjustment, wherein- an exp sure
of
part of a
second is possible, thus arresting momoving objects.
tion in the fastest
Mr. Millett Is the local aeent for this
instrument, land will tak pleasure in
explaining more fully the numerous
advantages of the wonderful camera
to any one interested. If you contemplate the purchase of a canyra.
and want the best and cheapest, permit us to demonstrate what this instrument will do.
b,

Soma of them just enough to
a tmall bed room or sitting rcem- iIngrain, Brussels and Axmint
at ,, , ,
less than actual cost
'
Come In and brl r meatureme'ntt'cf
your room. We will be able to .tut- - .t .. "
nish you with a nice carpet tor very.
' 1
little money.

Aurelia Herrera, the Mexican prize
fighter, whose latest bid for notoriety
was the part taken by himself in the
recent Nelson-Herrefizzle at Los
Angeles, when, before a crowded
house, Herrera refused to weigh In.
even after Nelson had offered to concede him nine pounds overweight, arrived In Albuqerque this morning, en
route to Milwaukee, where he fights
Charlie Neary on August 17, and in
conversation with ft representative of
The Evening Citizen, gave the following veinton of the Ixs Angele frost.
"I was at the weighing In place
promptly on time, and found the
scales bad been tampered
with. I
waited some time for Nelson, but he
didn't show up. I then went to dinner
and ate heavily. At the ringside Nelson wanted me to weigh in, knowing
that I had partaken of a hearty dinner. I naturally refused. I offered to
fight him- - without weighing In, and If
he had been looking for a fight he
could toave gotten It. That's all there
is to It."
According to other versions of the
affair, however, Herrera was much
overweight.
Nelson offered to concede him nine pounds overweight, but
even then Herrera would not weigh In!
"Why should I weigh In?" said Herrera. when ihls was mentioned. "1
was at the weighing in place before
I ate,
and Nelson was not. He did not
keep to his part of the ag e nenl,
and I didn't see why I should c icede
him anything."
WJien Herrera's attention
r.i called to an article In a morning paper
stating that a woman who rides Jiving
horses and euphoniously known as
"the girl In 'ed," had said that he had
fought fiercely with a brother pugilist
for her affections he denied the entire
story as ROT.
"I met 'the girl in red' in Bakers-fiel- d
and Ixis Angeles, where her reputation was not the best in the world,
hut I never was ioco' enough to fight
for her affections. I hear that she
also claimed to be my wife. That's a
He. pure and simple."
Herrera spent the day here and will
leave tonight for Milwaukee to go into
r
training
bis coming bout with
Neary.
ra

Mlhert Faber
308-31-

Railroad Ave.,
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The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone BIk 93

Atrto. Phone 292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges, ea
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EVER "THE GIRL IN RED" INCIDENT

BORRADAILE

ANDREWS' RECEPTION
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SHOWING LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS,
WHO HAD 50 PER CENT OF CONTRIBUTIONS
RETURNED
TO
THEM.

GO.

M; BERGER,'ll

d

Wholesale

M.

Miandell

The Williams Drug Company
Both Telephone.

Jaffa Grocery Co
Total

117 Weet Railroad

Avih
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VOU WONT HAyE TO CO OUT IM ,
THE YARD TO SMOKE
...
.

Wtoite Lily dtrar:
Your wlf
il
like its odor a well as you do. lt'
fragrant because it s made from 8pe
dally chosen tobacco, "ripe" enough j
to smoke freely and aatlafylnglf.
cents is ell It costs to make on gooi'
trial. Ym pet fifty for $2.
j
A

J176.50

Your committee, composed of M.
Mandell and Ivan Grunsfeld, presented
the following bills, which were paid:
Rot hen burg-Scloss Co
114 00
James Devine
30.00
Fred Harvey
21.00
Stern, Sen oss & Co
16.65
Jaffa Grocery Co
1.05
Oakey Clifford
3.75

)

THE BLUE FRONT

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.

V

it

2.00

:

,

.

2.50
2.00
2.00
2.00

H. J. Trotter
L. Kempenlch
L. B. Stern

Albuquerque, K. M.

And Careful Dispensing, go to
The Busy Little Drag Store
at
7 West Railroad Avenue

2.50
2.50

A. Everitt
O. H. Moore

Amt.

For Ptompt Service, Courteous Treatment

,

Isldro Sandoval
R. W. Hopkins
B. Ruppe
Weiller & Benjamin
A. E. Walker
J. F. Luthy

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if ohe teUs you to ardor
.
ack of
,.
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you Shotudj tor-Pert the order), tihat you could
mot
fint It, for every first-clagroew ;
handles EMPRESS. You ttIU alirayaM
find good bread, good blaoulta, goo
pastry aid moat important of ail,
pood cheer to greet you nil en fom
rome home for your dinner. Try K.
EMPRESS FLOUR ia the Empreaa
I
all ethers. .
,

Albuquerque, N. M., Julv 21.
George L. Brooks, President of Com
merclal Club, City.
Dear Sir The committee you appointed on finance .for the Andrews reception July J8. hereby report the
following collections of hinds:
Rank of Commerce
$15 00
First National Bank ..:
15I00
Graham Bros
10.00
Joe Barnett
jo.OO
F. B. Sturges & Co..
io'.OO
.
W. H. Gillenwater
5.00
Solomon Luna
5,00
'
E. L. Wasnbum A Co. .. J.
6.00
Want-harMeat & Supply Co. .
,1.00
Whitney Company .' . i , . . , . v S.00
Grunsfeld & Co
5 00
B. Ilfeld & Co
,
' 5.00
W. U Trimble & Co.........
500
Qulckel
Bothe
5.00
Imperial Laundry
5.00
William Mcintosh
5.00
George Arnot
5.00
San Jose .Market
5.00
Mcintosh Hardware Co
5.00
Albuquerque Hardware Co
5.00
D. S. H?senwald
5.00
O. W. Strong's Sons...5.00
J. A. Hubbs
5.00
Jesus Romero
5.00

h

!

A.
113'

J.

'

RICHARDS

WEST

RAILROAD

AVtNOft

''

e

s

Total

$86.45

Total oolloctioris
Total exiKinlltiirfs

$176.50
86.45

SIMON STERN,
T
11
V
.
...
ommittt'e

A.

I?

.

n

finance. :Y

hand,
on
balance
IXntf Th'
t'MM:. was turned over to i resident
Hrooks of the Commercial club, and
50 per cent of the collectloiiH has
been turned back to tne subscribers,
chK-khaving been mailed
them
yesterday and lasi night.
A

NEW SHOW EVERY

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone make
)utie lighter, the cares

The telephone prciervca your
health, prclcng your life and
protects Cur home.

the
leaa,

and the worriee fewer.
YOU NEED

A TELEPHONE

IN

H'sh Grade Flour purchased
from ciarkville Produce Co. at Less than cost,
to make room for our immense stock of Hay and Grain. You can make money by
purchasing a good supply of this Flour. Buy now, as stock is limited and won't
last long.at the price.
E. VJ. PEE, 602-60- 4
South First St.
Both Phones

YCUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO,

WEEK.

Manu!er l;ivis, of the Penny Par- lor, ilti'i South Second street, an
The Penny. Parlor haa received an nounces a change of urogram, new
elaliorate nange of program of pic- pictures and new snngs every Saturtures and music. Manaxer P. M. la-vi- s day moi iHni:. A whole show for a
says that arranx incuts have been pen ii y.
made with the .Mills Novt-hcompany
to furnish n
picturm once a week,
Deputy 1'nited States .Ma.ishal V.
which will be insialied in the ma- R. Forbes is in .n Vegas on ttticial
chinist every .Saturday morning.
business.

th,e ?.t.ock of

I

$90.05

-

The command was supposed to have
camped last night near Tijeras, the
little town in the canyon, about eighteen miles east of here.

p

Snecial Sale of Flour

ADVANCED

Has Rallie Snyder, draughtsman of
Trobp H. Fifth cavalry, which was
encamped hers Sunday ni Monday
night, deserte?. or is he lying senseless somewhere between this city and
Tijeras, in the Tijeras canyon?
This Is the question that a number
of Albuquerqueans are asking themselves today. Yesterday afternoon,
between 2 and 3 o'clock, Snyder and
the commissary sergeant of the Third
squadron of the Fifth cavalry left Albuquerque on their horses, Intending
to catch up with the main column that
left here Monday morning for a march
overland to Las Vegas.
At an early hour this morning while
Brad Jones, who owns a ranch with
his father, C. C. Jones, about nine
miles east of the city, was en route to
Albuquerque he came upon a cavlary
horse, bridled and saddled, browsing
on the mesa east .f town. He caught
the animal and brought It in with him.
All of the usual cavalryman trappings were still on the horse, the saddle, Uankets, haversack, saber, rifle,
etc., being intact. When the haversack was examined this morning It
was found to contain the draughtsman's card and napers of Rallie Snyder, member of Troop H, Fifth cavalry.
Speculation is rife as to how the
horse came to the place found, and
how It got away from Snvder. Some
think Snyder has deserted, while others surmise that he was thrown from
the horse, by its stumbling in the
dark, on the Tljeraa canyon road,
which is known to be rather rough,
while still others think he may have
b'-overcome by the heat, and some
hint at foul play.
Mr. Jones wiii take the horse to his
ranch to await instructions from Major Foster, in command of the Third
squadron of the Fifth cavalry, who
will be notified of the find as soon as
Jones can get in communication with

FORMER ALBUQUERQUEAN

SION.
THE TREASURY" DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON, ASKS FOR
Word has reached this city o the
PROPOSALS . FOR SURVEY OF effect that the robber who "touched"
FEDERAL BUILDING SITE HERE. Moses Abousleman's safe at Jemez
hot springs for several hundred dolIn cash and checks has been apThat-thpostoffice
department in lars
prehended and has confessed. His
tends to "get busy" with the spend name
is Claude Leonard, and he was
ing of mat 1100,000 appropriation for the town
barber at Jemez, and a trusta public building in Albuquerque In ed
emplcye of Mr. Abousleman.
tb vefy near future, Is made manifest by a letter received from J. K. wasIn the aosence of the latter, who
at San Antonio Springs dinning
Taylor,' supervising architect In the
treasury department, Washington, D. sheep, Leonard robbed the safe. When
with the crime he broke down
C, asking tha local p:stofflce to aid taxedconfessed,
leading the ofllotrs to
that office by securing from the Albu- and
querque city engineer and other per- the spot where he nad burled the loot.
' Leonard is well known in this city,
sons here technically qualified, pro- having
posals for furnishing a survey, data hospital been & nurse at St. Joseph's
and information In relation to the from Saltfor same time. He came here
Utah, where it is said
land secured as a site upon which the his family Lake
is of the best.
public building is to be located.
This land is located at the northwest corner of Gold avenue and BLIND WOMAN AND
Fourth 6tret, opposite the CommerTWO SMALL CHILDREN
cial club building. The specifications
of the survey call for the showing on
the plat of me actual angles and diLuciano Montoya, a blind woman,
mensions of the lot; locations of adja- living In an adobe hut near the corner
cent streets, sidewalks, curb lines, etc., of Tijeras avenue and Arno street, is
trees, telephone poles, etc; buildings, said to be In rather destitute circumU'lis, etc.; and location of all stances.
water, gas iifid sewer mains. The
She has a
and a
'racing must be on linen, 24x36 baby about five weeks old,child
which, owInches, suitable for blue printing. The ing to her affliction, she is unable to
mrvey ir 1;. Ip hcconipanied by two cure for. The story that she was defictual photoprajhs of the site anil Its serted by her husband and was starvsurroundings.
ing to death Is purely fiction, as the
This ordtr Is taken to mean that the woman has never had a husband, and
intends sending an archW the neighbors and others In that part
teot to this (iiy in the very near
of the city have lieen looking after
'he work of erecting
to
her.
building-Profrqiie's federal
Owing to the mode of life she has
been living a number of those who
registrar
of
er.
Francis P
first interested themselves in
case
the New Mexico Agricultural and have since reported the matterherto the
spent
yestercollege,
Mechanic Arts
police.
The charitable organizations
day in the city and went t - (lallup have taken up
the matter and will
Galvisit
to
Mr.
niput.
l.enter's
last
look after her and the children.
lup is for the purpose of uying NavTwo'drunks made up the sum total
ajo blankets and Indian wares for a
of the business in police court this
company whicn he represents at
morning, each ling given five days.
Par.

IT

OF LATE CLAUDE GIRARD

MANY

STOLE

VISING ARCHITECT

r
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OrfTHE STAGE MANAGER A LAKGE EXHIBIT OF JERSEYS LAS VEGAS APPARENTLY OUT THINKS

A little drama, somewhat out of the
ordinary, and not on the progTam.
took place last evening at the Casino,
which, did not make much of a "hit"
with the audi nee, Judging from the
s
hisses and
that greeted the
contretemps.
John W. H. W. (Alphabet) Byrne,
formerly stage manager at the Casino,
the
had the part of "Jacobs,"
Jew. In Perns of a Great City." Becoming anry with the manageress
of the strtck company, Miss Lieighton,
who, by the way, Is the. above named
Rotor's wife, Byrne, last night, refused 4o go on and ' do", his part, taking a seat In the rear of the auditorium instead.
cr Mrs. Byrne,
Miss Lelghton,
apwhlcli ever th- reader chooses,
peared nffore the curtain and apologized for the surly actions and unprofessional conduct of her "worser half,"
and craved the Indulgence of the audience, inasmuch as another actor
would jiave to take the part, without
study or rehearsal.
Miss leighbcn, as she Is known professionally, then retired, and the curtain went up. The play progressed,
until just uetore the last act, when
Leslie f, WbD, who will be remembered for his good work as Ned Singleton, in "Partners, " appeared before
the curtain to make the usual announcements.
He thanked the audience for their applause and patronage, and also thanked them for their
indulgence, adding that he considered
it very unprofessional of Mr. Byrne
to "lay down" on them end try to
sprfll the show, as ne had done, Webb
then retired.
At tins juncture-- Byrne, the cause
of all the trouble, rose from hjs seat
in the rear of the hall, and )egan to
harrangue the audience, stating that
some one had Insulted him that afternoon, which caused him to leave the
company in the lurch, and that he was
not, guilty of unprofessional conduot.
The audience, hewever. did not take
kindly to nis remarks and began to
hiss him. When the hisses started,
the employes on the stage, actors, actresses, stage hands and all, rushed
from behind the curtain led by William Neff. one of the actors, with cries
of "Put him out! Put him out!" A
few In the audience also voiced the
same sentiment.
Byrne was immediately surrounded
by a crowd. Including several of the
actors and a deputy sheriff, but nothing was- - done towards "putting him
out," until Ed. RJehle, the Casino bartender, walked up to Byrne, got a
firm grip on the la.tter's ear, and led
bim from the hall.
After quiet had been restored, the
curtain went up on the last act. When
Neff, who had been the leader In the
cries to "put him out," appeared on
the stage, he was greeted with a
good round of hisses from he
evidently had not liked, the
manner in which he jutted in" en
the fray. The act was finished, somehow, and the audience filed out, rather
disgusted, on the whole, with such
actions on the part of people paid to
entertain the public.
Byrne claims his wife would not
mphold bim as stage manager, and that
he gave up his part at 3:30 in the afternoon, during reheasal. '
Miss lieighton, since assuming control of the company, has oone nerbest
to secure competent actors, and make
the Casino a place cf amusement, but
owing to the handicap under which
tihe has had ,to labor, has not accomplished. very' much, and with an unruly
husband to cope with besides, the
wonder is that she has been able to
give performances at all.
A general
reorganization
of the
company might help matters wonderfully.

a

Albu-Conslder-

j

of Delegates.

cat-call-

u

Doubtless Be In Denver, Which He Attended Gives His Version of Nelson-HerrerAs Delegate From
Represented and All Are
Fizzle at Los
querque Lodge.
Strong.
Angeles.

Arrangements Include Three Five Teams

Dis-

"
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The St: Elmo
JOSEPH

i

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenoe

OOOOs
Finest
Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

TO THE LADIES:

Hot weather la here too warm to wafch and Irtn. 8end your
Shin Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you in a nice Ikx ttt y
tot b
omened or wrinkled. Domestic or glots finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call tha Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 148.

imperial Laundry Co.

f
j

ALfJL'QUKIIQUE
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TUESDAY, JULY

THE UNBURNED DISTRICT OF SAN FRANCISCO

ARIZONA AND

24.

1906.

LOLITA ARMOUR, WHO WAS BORN

HELPLESS, REALLY ROMPS NOW

HER MEXICAN

INDIGENTS
Our territory a Dumping
For

Ground

Mex-

ico's Insane.
BACK

DEPORT

1

t mil
Phoenix.
A speei.i!
:;..; ,
Ali7... dated July -- '.
For years Arf.T. j lias borne the
unpleasant r ji'it.i. m:. of hawim the

i:

highest
record
Union.
though
a sixth

percu;

of all
It

the

M

In

ti

.1

i

'

i

W- -

the insanity
isions of tli'
also tliHt

imputation

r.

O

only

tiUiH '..ni. more than
th ' ..aar-- - of the territorial
been Mexicans
In'ue asylum
tt haa been chargfrom Old Mexio
e
and incompeed openly that
tent Mexicai.9 have been smuggled
across the border simply fir the
of securing
ftm comfort and
eupport in the insane asylum. Yet
this matter has ha intelligent Investigation only li't'n the last couple of
By direction of Governor
months.
Ktbbcy, Superintendent Ferguson of
the asylum has mn!'? a study of border conditions, assisted by the United
States Immigration service.
Deport Asylum Inmates.
As a result of these investigations
a clearing out of the asylum is now
In progress.
Yesterday six Mexican
citizens were sent from the asylum to
Nogales for deportation into Mexico.
They will be followed by others as
fast as the Mexican government Is
ready to recel'e them, and It Is
d
pected that at Ieaat
of the
200 inmates of the asylum will thus
cease to be a charge upon the territory. The Mexican government, after
representations male through diplomatic channels, hm signified its entire willingness to receive Arizona's
unwelcome guests and is acting
through its consul at Xogales. Ariz.
Will Clear Out Hospital.
It is understood that the work will
be continued into the poorbouses and
county hospitals of the territory,
which now are loaded up with Indigent Mexicans who are still citizens
of the land of their birth. Petty criminals In the various Jails are likely to
Included under a construction of
the Immigration laws respecting the
Admission of undesirable aliens. A
deportation of the criminal Mexican
element would not be unwelcome to
the Mexican government, for many of
those now In Jail la Arizona are wanted in Mexico for serious crimes.
Hereafter the Inspection of aliens
at the border line with Mexico will
be conducted with the same degree of
care as Is exercised at New York In
respect to European immigrants, and
the destitute, vicious end incompetent are to be turned back without
exception.
of the

one-ha- lf

ti.i
i".-an-

pur-IKi-

t-

one-thir-

Lit

UP AGAIN

ATTORNEY GENERAL REIO ALLOWS
USE OF TERRITORY'S
NAME IN QUO WARRANTO

Attorney General W. C. Reid has
granted permission for the use of the
name of the territory In quo warranto
proceedings against the municipal officers of Gallup as the result of the
recent election muddle.
Attorney General Reld stated that
he regretted very much that the municipal affairs of Gallup had gotten in
their present condition; that he had
no doubt but that the present officials
were fairly elected so far as votes are
concerned, and that the men elected
to office were efficient and would do
nothing against the interests of the
people of Gallup, but that the provisions required by law preceding such
election had been entirely ignored,
not by the present offlcials, but by
the former board of trustees, and that
for this reason he was compelled to
pernut quo warranto proceedings to
he Instituted.
A .iked if he had gained permission
to use the name of the territory in
a proceeding by quo warr.-ut- o
which
will attack the present municipal cor
poration officers of thai place, he
said:
"Yes, I have granted such nermis
sion. The question In granting such
authority bv this office was verv care
fully considered by me and under the
taw and facts as I have had them
presented to me I do not see how I
could have consistently refused such
permission. In fact the circumstances
would have to be extraordinary before
I would refuse to grant similar permission to any applicant. In the case
of Gallup it is very questionable In
my mind whether the present offlcials
of that municipality are even de facto
officers and If they are not their acts
would be void: to allow them to go
on and exercise the rights of officers
would be to imperil every contract
und ordinance made by such officers.
I am not presuming
to decide this
question for the people of Gallup
when I grant permission to institute
quo warranto proceedings, but It is
enough that there is a question, and
the court is the proper tribunal to

ffTl
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pictures published of San Francisco's vast sweep of burned territory, but little has been said, and few pictures,
if any, of the unburned district have appeared in print. Here is a picture taken from "Twin Peaks." looking towards Goat Island, and showing the
of the city's whole territory and its
residence portion left unharmed, save for earthquake damage. This unburned section covers nearly
roofs shelter the great bulk of the city's present population not living In tents. Goat Island can be seen, across the stretch cf water, in the distance. Much has been said and many

h
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EVENTS

INTERESTING

j

IN AMERICAN HISTORY

.

-

V

EVERYBODY HITTING AT THE ICE

EventR of importance in the history
of this country, the anniversaries of
which occurred on Sunday, yesterday.
today, or will occur tomorrow, are
among others:
July 22

TRUSTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
4

4

4

City of Albany, N. Y., incorpor INDICTMENTS FOLLOW IN MANY
ated.
CITIES PROMPTLY UPON
1864 Battle of Atlanta; General McINCREASES IN PRICE
pherson killed.
VARIOUS
METHODS OF AT- 1870
Frauds of the Tweed ring first
exposed by the New York Times.
TACK ONE FEDERAL CASE.
1873
Prof. Alexander Graham Bell
makes a successful test of his elecSOME ICE PRICES.
trical telephone.
(Retail, per 100 lbs.)
July 23
1664
40 cents
St. iouis
The king's commission arrives
60 cents
Yonkers, N. Y
at Boston and is opposed as hostils
40 cents
New York city
to colonial liberties.
1777
50 cents
Mt. Vernon, N. Y
General Howe leaves New York
Jacksonville, Fla
40 rents
and sail to sea with 18,000 men in
transports; bis destination is un36 cents
Toledo
SO cents
known to the Americans and causes
Kansas City
great uneasiness.
44 cents
Cleveland
1841
Bunker Hill monument com
pleted..
186S The Great Eastern begins the
After some preliminary excuses,
laying of the second Atlantic cable such as an announcement that the ice
crop proved unusually short this year,
from Valencia.
July 24
the Ice dealers of the large cities of
1679
By decree of Charlea II. New the United States, as of one accord,
Hampshire Is separated from Mas- raised the retail price of Ice.
sachusetts ano organized as a royPrices were jumped from Jit to 23
al province.
per cent.
1787 The committee on the details of
It was done at an inopportune time.
the federal constitution begins its The fublic wae just. In a mood to hit
work.
back.
It is hitting back not in one
f847 Brigham Young joins the Mor place, but in a score, and summer is
mon pioneers at Great Salt Lake,
only half over.
1862
Death of Martin Van Buren.
The straw that broke the camel's
1870
First through ear from the
back was put on so clumsily that indictments have been returned against
arrives in New York.
Ice dealers for illegal combination in
July 25
1684 Virginia becomes a royal prov- a
cities and other cities
ince.
are putting on war paint.
1722
New
England
declares war
"Down wit'h the ice trust!" is the
against the Indians.
slogan.
1759
suggested
A Washington dispatch
Fort Niagara surrenders to the
British after a bloody battle.
that there was an underground con1779 The New Enqland fleet is de- nection between oil the ice companstroyed by the British off the coast ies, and that possibly a national trust
of Maine.
exists.
1814
Even the railroads a.re going after a
Battle of Lundy's Lane fought
at night near Niagara. Both sides share of the loct. Freight rates on
fixed roads from the natural icefields
claim victory.
1865 Confederate
prisoners of war of northern New Jersey and northreleased on taking the oath of al- eastern Pennsylvania have been inlegiance.
creased 10 and 15 cents a ton. to the
1873
Baltimore visited by a destructive fire.
1898
United States army, under Gen. MORE MONEY FOR
Miles, landed at Guanica. Porto
1686

TOLKDO Dealers convicted of forming a trust. out 011 bond
pendlna an appeal.
WASHINGTON
Dealers Imlic'ed, charged with conspiracy to
increase the price of ice.
INDIANAI"OI.is Grand Jury invtstlstation of ice combine.
JACKSONVILLE, KI. A. Dealers acnui'ted of criminal intent to
defraud."
CLEVELAND Dealers declared by Jury not guilty of violating
state anti trust law.
DKTtwIT Possible grand jury inquiry.
ST. LOUIS State suit to annul charter and collect penalties
from dealers charged with conspiring to fix prics.
KANSAS CITY County Investigation of ice combine.
YONKERS, N- Y. Movement to furnish citizens municipal ice at
cost.
t
law.
CINCINNATI Dealers indictel under Ohio
MT. VERNON, N. Y. Mayer plans, to
to build an
artificial ice plant to buck the trust.
PHILADELPHIA Subpoenas issued for officers of alleged ice
combine to appear before Augus; grand jury.
GRRAT NECK, Ij. I. Resident building ice plant of their own.

UittllttTttllit

i

I

I'nited States Department of Agrlcul-ture. Fores; Service, Washington,
D. C, July It!, 1906.
Hon. W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque,
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dealer told how he nad gone Into
business with $i00, anil had $65,000
at the end of the first year. One big
company has been getting ice at z
a ton. while it was selling at 95 a ton
in the open market.
It was also
shown that the ice factories gavr it a
rebate. It was shown this Ice costB
about $1.30 a ton to make.
In Jacksonville, Fla., the alleged
shnrfA?M waa riisnrnvt.l hv fha fart
that enly one of the six Ice factories!
Is In operation and that It makes three
times the amount of Ice consumed
daily in the city. This Ice is sold to
a delivery company at $2.60' a ton,
which gets from $ to $10 for It.
Yonkers and M".. Vernon, N. Y., both
;
have schemer.
One is a municipal factory and the
com-fiaaother a consumers'

half-doze-

Armour visited Div Loretiz. who
nounced that in a very short time
an entire cure will be effected. As
yet she walks with a limp, that is
scarcely noticeable,
In place of a helpless Invalid a
cheerful little miss, able to run and
dance and play. Is now seen alout
the Armour home. She has for one
of her constant playfellows a little
which she
Belgian Griffon dog,
brought with her on her return to
America.
an-rop- e

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

Albuquerque, New Mexico

First and Marquette

Comrades, Attention!
Right

'

g

Face-Forwar-

March

d

To the SANTA FE Depot and get one
of those cheap tickets to the National
Encampment at Minneapolis Minn.

Perhaps th'. tn.)st interesting prose-ciiMon is tua; m w asniugton, wuere a
federal law U involved.
J

Rate $33.25 for the round trip. Tickets on sale
Aug. 10 and 11. Final limit Sept. 1. This limit may be
extended until Sept. 30, by depositing ticket with joint

SENATOR BEVERIDGE SPENDS HIS

agent at Minneapolis until Sept. 30. A fee of 50 cents
will be charged for this extension. For full particulars ask The Man at ticket window.

VACATION IN THE SUMMER WOODS

ANDREWS FOREST RESERVE BILL
GIVES SCHOOLS 10 PER CENT
OF ANNUAL RECEIPTS.

TWO SCIENTISTS OF ACKNOWLEDGED ABILITY AND FINE REPUTATION, ADDED TO FACULTY.

'

V 4

big eastern cities.
So far Toledo is the only city that
has actually drawn blood. It 'has conice dealers and
victed a
given tnera a taste of Jail. They are
out on 'bend now, having appealed.
Action followed a raise in the price
of Ice from 30 cents to 50 cents. Since
the storm the dealers have been
charging only 36 cents.
Indictments were secured In Cleveland and in Jacksonville, Fla.. but the
dealers were acquitted.
With fine
Irony Cleveland Is Informed that
prices will
not
drop before cold
weather. This was the Iceman's
round.
,
Another way of
after them I
the St. Units plan of suing to oust
them from their charters and to collect $100 per day penalty for combining.
All kluils of revelations have been
made at Kansas City in an Inquiry
One
conducted by the prosecutor.

PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND
APPOINTMENTS

Chicago. July 24. Back from Eu- with her mother, Ixilita ArmourJ
daughter of Mr. .and Mrs.
J. Ogden Armour, who was born
helpless, is at last a happy, romp-- I
ing child.
The little heiress, who suffered
from a congenital dislocation of the
hip, was treated by Prof. Lorenz, the
famous bloodless surgeon of Vienna,
who made a special trip to America
to perform the necessary operation.
During her trip abroad little Miss

anti-trus-

Pa-cifi-

SCHOOL OF MINES

Armour

-

..

Rico.
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Saturday last the Ixiard of; New Mexico.
trustees of the New Mexico School ufi Dear Sir As you are aware, the
Mines, elected Harry N. Eaton, New agricultural
.
appropriation
act for
"8
'
York, to the chair of geology.
Mr. l!u7, approved June 30, 1906, contains
Eaton Is a graduate of Colgate univer- - the following provision:
'
slty and a
of Harvard
"That ten per centum of all money
university, in which institution dur-- , received from each forest reserve
ing the past year, he has been an in- during any fiscal year, including the
structor in the department of geol- year ending June 30, 1906. shall be,
ogy.
paid at the end thereof by tho secre- The board also elected Prof. R. V. tary of the treasury to the state or
e
Smith of the University of Utah, to territory in which said reserve Is
chair of mining and nietullarsry. uated, to bo expended as the state or
r"ror. hmith
has had considerable territorial legislature may prescribe
Vo
practical experience in the copper for the benefit of the public schools
smelters of Utah and In cyanide ' a,i pUi,llc roads of the county or
ey q - '
dants. He was with the Tuscarora!(0untles in which the forest reserve
Consolidated Gold Mines company for
situated; provided, that when any,
two years, in me capacity or assayer foreht reserve is in more than one
and later manager at the mines In ht;ite or territory or county. the dis- t
Tuscorona. Nevada, previous to his tr.butlve share to each from the pro- present position in the university of r0ed9 of said reserve shall ne nropor- t..
Utah.
t If m n
tri lis a rP9 t hrfiii ; anil DTO- Arri.f j5"
Both men are highly recommend d vld.;d further, that there shall not be
r
and their selection insures an in- - 1)aM to anv st:ite or territory for any
creased efficiency In tho instruction
an umouut equal to more than
t"t
afforded ov the St hool cf Mines.
'forty per centum of the total Income
of such county from all other sourc- ESCAPED CONVICT IS
The teu per centum thus provided
h(- - lMUi
secretary of the'
AGAIN IN PFNITFNTIARY
,rt,a8ur
who wm ,letermine the ex- - SENATOR BEVEIUDGE'S VACATION
CAMP IN MAINE THE SENATOR
act distributive share of New Mexico.
IS SEEN THROWN HACK IN HIS CHAIR
SANTIAGO
TELLES, WHO RAN In the meantime 1 am exceedingly
'
AWAY
ROUTE, R'ud to tell you that the gross
FROM
Special Correspondence.
SCENIC
dally papers seldom rtach him until
In
from tllp oci:t reserves
maianapous. inu., juiy zt. ween they are several days old. The
TO PRISON BY OFa,
11
me
jcui
uuriug
leriiioiy
Beveridge,
J.
IndlAlbert
of
ator's sports are fishing, canoeing,
OFFICIAL MATTERS
FICER.
Ji;st closed are $16,945.56, distributed ana, goes on a vacation he cuts ell hunting
and study of botany. Last
a. follows:
person
wires
him.
The
only
year
behind
he spent the moat of his vaoa-wh- i
Santiago Telbs. ientencd to two
Changes at Penitentiary.
Receipts.
Reserve
his
t
knows
address at vacation ion in target practice. He became a
Superintendent Arthur Trelford has years in the territorial penitentiary Gila
....$24,981.77 time is his private secretary. At the crack sb:t.
Dona Ana county, on the charge
tit nounced the following changes In fromstealing
2,274.68 senator's office in this city all the of-. . .
River
In the Maine woods he Is accompan-flca horse, and who escaped
'tie personnel of the force at the ter of
2,579.68
lincolu
force will tell one Is that, "the .led only by a guide and colored cook,
rltorial prison: William Cole, of from guards on the Scenic highway
1,895.80
...
. . .
ales
up
we
senator's
in the woods;
don't The senator knows how to cook, and
Santa Fe, appointed night cell house July 9, 19'5. was recaptured Friday
15,210.63 know exactly where."
'sometimes tho colored man Is merely
"teeptr, vle Frank Padilla, disnilsst-d-. nlgnt by Mounted Policeman Frank
congress
day
adjourned
The
after
a dishwasher,
F. Gillen, of Estancla. appointed to Gomel, near Torrance. Lincoln county.
$46,945.56
Total
Maine
the senator hit the trail for the
The senator does not snveke nor
gardener, vice Jusn Ortega, assign He was taken to the penitentiary at
now
woods
is
somewhere in chew, and liquor never passes his lips,
and he
Ten per ceut of this amount, or
Santa Fe Suday and yesterday mornd to duty as a guard.
the
fastnesses.
8, he gets his greatest pleasure out of
.".5. is the approximate
ing went to work. In the 'phraseology
Promotions of Postoffics Clerks.
Once in the woods he'dons a flan- - the outdoor sports,
of the reserves to schools and
The postofftce department ha an of the prison guards, "carrying the
nel
trousers,
shirt, buckskin
boots and, Senator Ueveridge's love Is divided
nun need (he following promotions in baby," or wearing a ball and chain. roads in New Mexico for the year Just
a bruadbrimmed
r
hat. He doesn't between the woods of Maine and
New Mexico: Alamogordo, one clerk The mounted officers have been look- cloned.
large.
at
world
the
The
are
alout
The
reserves
ing
ronsin.
proceeds
man
for
me
weeks,
several
for
from
the
Albuquerque,
$600;
cne
$500
from
to
clerk, from 600 to $700 and one clerk but until Fridav he tluded them. He likely to Increase rapidly, so that this
from $700 to 00; Las Vegas, no rec had secured employment as a sheep cotitributiou. although it may not yet
Mt of the regular army has
The
SomeiKKly is trying to start a Fairtjixt mentations; Ralou and lloswell herder off the railroad, and thought have reached an imiKiriant figure, will
N thing like
one each, from $500 to i6o0; Santa Fe himself safe. When Policeman Gomez uliiinately pay a very considerable been punished. As be was punished banks boom In Ohio.
caught sight of Telles the convict fled proportion of the exiwnte of the coun-U- e for writing a poem, he receives no taking advantage of the hot weather
mc from $700- - to $3Uo.
011 foot.
he mounted offtiv r. unable
which lire fortunate enough to sympathy.
whm you have the opportunity.
within ther
Itch In piles provoke profanity, but to follow on horseback through the l:a.e forest
'
p.
'111', l
cure ta&ra. Doan's hills, left his mount uud ran uie man
"Insane Man Caught in New York,"
Cncle Tom Piatt might have gone
JiM '
ines.
;trhlng, bleeding or down, forcing him ;o MirretKb r ut
C:j
reads a newspsper headline. Didn't further ar.J told t!:e young m n to
Verv truly yours,
t
: ;!ilu
of the pisto', :tter : ;!ia5-expect they would caich a sane man keep out noi only of ;olltlcs but
piles after yir of suffer- GIFFOKD PINOHOT.
several mile.'.
, remise
breach
Forester.
it here, old they
ing At nn;- - rtr'.i;:
sui.t.
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Communication Made Easy
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EI Paso & Southwestern System

e

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System

sit-th-

1

&

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard rnd tcjrist sleepers, observation dirv
Ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

-

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

f5

V.

For full pirticulars see

--

ny agent, or address

CARNETT KING

.

V.

General Agent.

'

R. STILL.
Gen. Pass. Agent.

1

EL PASO, TEXAS.

l'

c'u

Santa Fe Central Railway System I

--

sen-Senat-

s

.

1

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Steamship tickets to all parts

Fast passenger and freight service.
of the World.

-

Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At 8ant
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via tbe Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacini railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
'
W. H. ANDREWS.
I. B. JRIM3HAW.
Pres. and Oen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Oen. ti sr.
0
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, end Treas.
ORIMSHAW.
A.
J. P. LTNO.
h.
Traveling Frt. and Pass Aft. G
Citj Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
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"By Their Fruits Shall Ye Know Them"

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

During tn? summer months Is
a Rxd refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not Require much Ice,
either. All these, and other essentials, are found In the

At

C. W.
W. R.

This Strong
Guarantee

New York

Joe Schmut
K. Hartllne

J. D, EMMONS

At New York
Detroit
New York

Su-pt-

.

.

Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.

R. H K.
.

3
2

9

0
1

H

Room No.

Hnd Hey don;

1, N. T.

Armljo Building.

Auto. Phone

NEW ROUTE

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE,

R. H. E.

Albuquerque

lJ
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Boston
3
0
If you haven't the time to exercise
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Clevelnnd
2 regularly, Doan's Regnlets will preBatteries: Dineen and Armflruster; vent constipation.
They induce a LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSTownsend and Kittredge.
FER STABLES.
mild, easy, healthful action of the
Philadelphia
At
R H. E. bowels, without griping.
Ask your Horses and Mules Bought and ExChicago
4
i druggist for them. 25c.
7
changed.
Philadelphia
7
0
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE dlTY
'
A Coming Pumpkin.
Batteries:
Owen
and Sullivan;
Second Street, between Railroad and
Coombs and Powers.
William Bvans. everybody knows
Coppei Avenue.
up
packed
up
William,
stakes,
pulled
R. H. e.
Second game
Surveying Corps in Field Henry Koehler cf St. Louis, presi- Chicago
u 6 3 his goods and left bag end baggage
ELITE CAFE
dent of the St. Ixmls, Rocky Moun Philadelphia
5 11 0 Monday for Cleveland, where he ,will
a
& Pacific railway company. Is In
Batteries: Altrock and Sullivan; make his future home. William Is
to Find Easier Grades tain
GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
Welsh tenor sol 1st of no mean abilDygert, Bender and Schreck.
Raton on official business.
ity and win be missed awfully by the WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
-- Less Washouts.
Pasnenger Braneman Ed. Plumb was
churches and the music lovers of this SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
Western League.
brought la from Wlnslow this mornAt Lincoln
H. E. vicinity. He has been offered a good
ing suffering from an attack of rheu- Lincoln
8
4 position wltii a large mercantile house
XXXXX-XXXXXmatism that baa almost paralyzed his Pueblo
8 2 in the Forest city, and will without
MAY RUN SOUTH ASH FORK lower limbs. He was taken to the
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN NG
up
ihere
Batteries: Eyler and Ziniiin Minor a doubt be some pumpkins
Santa Fe hospital.
one of these days. New Philadelphia
and
Rennicker.
TMOKNTON
The
Cfar.tr
.
Second game
R. H. E. (O.I Democrat.
Cleans everything.
He Is the
M. A. Perkins Is acting as superinThe Santa Ke is searching for a
Lincoln
8
Moving, pack3
Man.
Furniture
on
bridges
buildings
tendent
and
cf
t
Una
in
hit cr rnnto fnr its main
nnrth.
Don't Be Backward.
n 3 0
Pueblo
ing and shipping, unpacklu and
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
ern Arizona. Tw
surveying crews th? Chihuahua division, Mexican Cen
Batteries: Jones anil Zinran: Stim-msetting up, and la do upstart at
.1.
by
position
formerly
a
E.
hald
tral,
sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and
are at work at the present time, one
and Rennicker.
the business. There is no other
We are glad to give
of them working west from Williams IOftus, who died ofago.pneumonia in El
At Omaha
R. H. E. Liver Tablet.
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
a
Paso
short
time
them to anyone who Is troubled with
and the other In the vicinity of Bill
Omaha
737 South Walter Street
biliousness, constipation, or any disWilliams Fork, in western Arizona.
Des Moines
7
. ..0
W.
been
H.
Rickenbacher.
who
has
The stretch of track between WilBatteries: Sanders
ml Gonding order of the stomach. Many have been
permanently cured by their use. For
liams and Kingman has leen a con- In Superintendent John Dtnalr's office Gillen and Dexter.
years,
past
Needles
at
the
for
three
tinual source tf large expense and
At Sioux Citv
H. E. sale by all druggists.
now
keeper
ballast
for
is
the
time
1
much trouble, aliounding In heavy
Sioux City
5
"Did you visit tTie packing houses PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
grades and uncomfortably susceptible gang working in Kingman canyon. Denver
9 0
In
ofBRUSHES.
Close
Noddles
the
confinement
when you were in Chicago?.
to washouts.
;
Batteries:
Mess
William
iind
r
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
"No, but I heard a lecture delivered j Leather,
tTiat an easier flee has caused him to seek
It Is now thought
Adams
Zalnskv.
and
by a University of Chicago profess Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palgrade can be found down the side of work for a while.
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
or."
the Mogo,.on plateau than that now! The Raton Reporter ha
American Association.
it from
stops leaks. Can'a paid for Hides and
At St. Paul
used through Johnson canyon, east ef r,,itahl B,h(,Ht that ih Atci.ici.
Twenty Year Battle.
Pelts.
Ash rork. If this be found the malnTopeka & gan(a Pp Hailway companv St. Paul
!
"I was 11 loser in a twenty year bat- 408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
y
e1
3
Columbus
s'V,1,h!
0
',E.pr,
has ordered fall of the railroad grounds
bf liMr,
i,R.T Fork, crossing
tle with chronic piles and malignant
Chino valley west jf (he trark ,n (hBf l0Wii fr)m
of
At Kansas City
sores, until I tried
Arnica
THIRD STREET
to a crossing;
and hearing south
4
fre, M ,,epot to four b,(K.ks north, Kansas City
Salve; which turned the tide, by cur-in- g
01 tne vjiorano at rarner, iouy
2
..."
Toledo
packed, and that work on the!
to
be
Tilt not a trace remains."
Ixith,
south of. Needles, at the same point
e wi, ,e comnienC(1(1 ln tnp n,,ar' At Minneapolis
writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmville, Va.
California rail- - fu1ure '
where the Arizona
.uiiiniapo is
f(,r 1(,
cms. Burns nd All
"Host
road Is preparing for the erection of
Indianapolis
2
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
a great bridge.
,
Steam Sausage Factory.
At Milwaukee
A party of Gypsies en roui
to Los
0
13:
Will Penetrate Rich Country.
Angeles, did a
business in Milwaukee
B'Gosh.
Roasted
EMIL KLEINWORT.
4, -- My Uncle From ew York" played
This line, if adopted, would pene- - the Union station, El Paso, telling for-- ; Louisville
Building, North Third Street
""
to a small house last Thursday even- - Masonic
trateia rid mining country that would tunes cf travelers Sunday, while wait--in-- ;
i
A Trag': Finish.
Ing, and while It was fairly go:xl a
furnish heavy freights. According to ing for their train. The party,
A watchman's
neglect permitted a minlit have been better. Granite Falls
Sunerintendent W. A. Drake, of the eluding ten people, all fantastically
Santa Fe. Present & Phoenix railway, dressed, attracted large crowds alout leak In the great North Sea dvke. H Minn.) Triotine.
THE CELEBRATED
the changes in contemplation are alii them, and when the women in Ihe which a child's finger could have stop
),nsri mxin ttio iftprmlnntlon of the 'party offered to forecast the future. iDed. to become a riiinoiiB hreaU Hp.
Old Chronic sorea.
As a dressing for old chronic sores
Santa Fe system to secure the best they were oesleged by scores of appll-- vastating an entire province of Hoi- .land. In like manner Kenneth Me- -, there Is nothing so good as Chamber- grades possihie, at whatever cost, and; cants, both men and women.
Iver, of ajceboro, Me., permitted a Iain's Salve. While It is not advisable
to improve the road to the highest
little cold to go unnoticed until a to heal old sores entirely, they should
, Only 82 Years Old.
standard of excellence.
Wednesday afternoon last, at mile' "I anl onlv 82 years old and don't: tragic finish was only averted by Dr. be kept in good condition, for which
He writes
this salve Is especially valuable. For
post No. 13 on the Santa Fe and Grand expect even when I get to be real old King s New Discovery.
Canyon railway, the Los Angeles Elks to feel that way as long as I can get Three doctors pave me up to die of 'sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has
ran into the first bunch of trouble Electric Itters," said Mrs. E. 11. Brun-the- y lung Inflammation, caused bv a ne-- 1 no superior. For sale by all
Surely there's
cold: But Dr. King's New gists.
had struck on their way to Den- - son, of Dublin, Ga.
Bottled in Bond.'
o
Guar-- 1
ver. They had a train of eight nothing else keeps the old as young Discovery saved niv life."
5ee the P'cme baskets in the Mcln
ooaches, running special. A Tialf hour and makes the weak as strong as this anteed best couch and cold cure at
company's display
Dyspepsia, torpid all druggists.
50C and
i.i0. Trial IOn ",row,r
out of Williams the last car left the grand medicine.
window.
track and the seventh coach followed liver, inflamed kidneys, or chronic bottle free.
suit. The cars were dragged about constitpation are unknow n after tak-10- 0
Distillers.
Mayor Cold of Detroit has under
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
feet on the ties before the train Ing Electric Bitters a reasonable time,
FRANKFORT, KT.
Guranteed by all druggists. Price 50c. way plans for a municipal Ice comwas brought to a standstill.
pany to put the local trust out of
The unders'rned is prepared to
Pulled Up Hoodfco Post.
..By the way, who wa leating the business.
At this distance the may- make trips to and from the celebratreplaced,
the
In
piano
were
your
night?"
spread
rails
liouse
ast
The
or's name makes
project seem ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any InMELINI & EAKIN
"Beating it? Impossible. I've been somewnat doubtful. the
cars put upon them and the train pro-- ;
formation desired can be secured
ceeded, after only two nours' delay, trying to beat It for two years and
However, the mayor can rise and from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
Sole Agents.
to the Grand canyon, where a grand failed. It can't be beaten."
remark to the Ice trust "That's the! Railroad avenue,
Albuquorquo,
N. M.
scheduled,
in,
indulged
as
was
ball
kind of a fish I am."
JAME3 T. JOHNSTON.
A Word From Josh Wise.
Automatic. Phone, 199.
The next mornlngt he train returned;
o
Few men try
fool all UT people.
on east- t
to Williams and
Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
MERCHANT TAILORING
ward The only Injury reported from All they're after's a majority
Conviction.
passengers
was
to
mishap
the
the
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
When Maxim th fnmnnc
nn In.
that one of the fc.tks was suddenly
riONCER BAK.KRY
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMupon
his head in the car aisle.
stood
jventor, placed nls gun befort a
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Anthe
Los
enterprising
of
of
Elk
An
he stated its earrv(Successor to Balling Bros.)
no CURE
LUNC8 jing power Judges,
geles herd pulled up mile post No. 13.
to be much below what he
My merchant tailoring shop Is
of
names
gun
sure
the
had It inscribed with the
would accomplish. stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave-Th- e WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
WITH
result of the trial therefore was nue, where I solicit the patronage of
all the excursionists, and then exCity
great
We desire patronage and we guar- Angel
a
the
pressed the board to
surprise, instead of dlsap-- i the public. All work guaranteed
antee first class baking.
to adorn iue lodge room wall.
It is the same with the (class, as I have had fifteen years' ex--;
manufacture of Chamberlain's Colic perience in the business. Suits made 207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
MAY MOVE OFFICE
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
ammo 1
do net publicly boast of all this rem- - repaired. The specific
ANC SHOPS TO EL PASO.
0NSUMPTI0N
Prtct
use will not
El
Paso
report
received from
A
BOeMI.OO ;edy will accomplish, but prefer to let injure the cloth. Ladies' garments Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
OUGHSani
the users make the statements. What;,!, cleaned alrd walking sklrtg made
states that the naming of Walter
Fre Trial.
OLDS
Grain and Fuel.
they do claim is that it will positively lo or()(.r. rjive me a trial
Douglas as sec:nd vice president of;
Fine
Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
cure
&
for
diarrhoea, dysentery, pains In the1
all
Norlhwestern means.
the El Paso
Bureat and Uuicket Cur
q B4MBINI
Cigars. Place your orders for
and
TROUBmanagement
LUNG
stomach and bow els, and has never
THROAT and
a change in tne active
0
with us.
line
tbls
Bis-besays
been
BACK.
west,
the
LES, or MONET
known o fail. For sale by all, A Citizen Classified ad is a good
of the road in the
druggists.
In
El
'Miner.
It was announced
investment.
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Paso that the new second vice presiDouglas
in the
dent will represent
west, and as the first vice president,
A. C. .lames, expects to remain
in
New York with the president.
Mr.
Douglas becomes th? ranking officer
in the west.
In this connect I 'n, although no official statement could be secured, It Is
rumored about El Paso that Mr. Dougs
las, who at the present time has
in th!s city, where he has
len stationvd as managing director
of the El Paso & Southwestern, and
general manager of the Copper Queen
company, wii. move to Kl Paso upon
ofthe completl n of the new
fice buildings and the removal of the
Cut-o- ff
Douglas
railroad shops Horn
and Ala
mogordo to that city
'
waste.
The work of surveying and grading
Is being pushed all along the entire
line, a great many men are at work
and new camps are being established
every day, but as men and teams are
very hard to get, the grading cannot
le pushed as rapidly just at present
as was expected.

OF

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Warner;

and

They say that their crops .f last year St.
Batteries: FHlkenberg
could not lie disposed of s thre was
no place to ship to, and car loads of Powell and O'Connor.
At Boston
melons and all kinds of frutt went to

HUNTING FOR

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

1

dfctlYt

iuny proiects you as 10 quaauy. as 10 prices, you can't beat onr on U)
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the handg 0f skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and plntlng. Ring up, write or call

R. H. B.
H
n
4 11

ct

materiel er workman--1
"bip will to tnada rood ,
without expense totb
owner, irrespective ofi

.2

Batteries:
Klllian
Johnson and McGuire.
At Washington
Washington

Both 'phones.

memns

.

Fred Nuanea . .
Conrad Stumpf

American League.

The FURNITURE MAN

.

...

A. W. IXniglas
Bob. B. Blandln

PhelpB;

WITH EVERY VEHI
CLE WE SELL.
Knj part falling fcy

.

tSeorge Konlg

3

7

1

Jjeifield
Batteries:
and
Wiltse and Bresnahan.

Fisher

John ClflrK
M. Riney
E. H. Bryant

Co,

$3.(n.0O. .Total disability; Con. Engr.. Btlen.
1,500.00. .Death: Engineer. Ran Marclal.
?8. 73. Accident : Brewer, Albuaueraue.
90.00. .Typhoid; R. H. foreman, Gallup.
iiO.(M). Accident; Pumper, Gallup.
1,500.00. .Death; laborer, Santa Rita.
50.00. .Pleurisy; Mine
Santa Rita.
30.00. . ccldent.;
Engineer, Albuquerque.
214.28. .Typhoid; Tel. operator, Albuquerque
143.70
Typhoid; Machinist, Albuquerque.
22 T.n. .Typhoid; Car repairer, Barelas.
2,017.
Death; Sec. foreman, Albuquerque.

Whitney

.1.

Mc-Inty- re

Can and let tis show you Its
advantages.

SANTA FE

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance

R. H. E.

Louis
3 8 0
Boston
5 14 1
Batteries: Eton and (,rady; Dorner
and.Xeedhani.
At Chicago
R. H. E.
Chicago
3 8 1
Brooklyn
0
4 13
Batteries: Overall and Kling:
and Rltter.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
Pittsburg
7
9 0

REFRIGERATORS.

Corner Second afreet and Coal avenue.

National League.

St. Louis

St.

DRY AIR

BALDWIN

I

k

SOME CLAIMS PAID BY THE

IWgEBm

1

11

f.

MALL,

Machine Works

rorrl0tor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can;
haftlage.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Froste
Buildings.
Ifpmtrm on Mlnlnn mnd Mill Mmchln0ry a Bprnelmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJbnqiertie, M. BL

tr

1

v

Foundry and
m.

0000t0--

0

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gf nt rat Bailing Sopplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phone

Third and Marquette

4

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

1

el

It qualtty
and price In

11

Thos. F. Keleher

what yon

' want, we ask
that you give
us a cfiance
to figure wit

-

out-doo-

wt

Bm-klen'-

"

Meat Market

you.

J.

KORBER

7

WE FILL

O. F. O.
VJHISKEY

j

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

e

1

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuqucrqne

PRESCRIPTIONS

j

land-offic-

&

F. G. PRATT

& CO.

COCXXXXOCOOCXXXXXXXXDOOO

SCREEN TIME
s

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas, Heekln & Co.'s CofTees.
Granite Flour.

here. Door and Window
screena made to order.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL

OCOOCOCOCOCODCaXXXJOOOCO

Staple and Fancy

W. E.

Groceries.

j

:

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

f

was-sen-

KILLthe

couch

com-imitte- e

the

Hlllshoro Creamery Butter
Earth.

rori a

1

F0C!

e

with Mauger A Avery, Boston

H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stove

repaired.

Next to Walters drug store, South
Third street.

o

head-nuanser-

O

3E3

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATBw
LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building.

7

Am

UP TO LUTE SIGNS

A, E. WALKER,

8TRONQ BLOCK.

riRB

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Aseoel
tlon. Office at 217 West RxlkoM
avenue.

M.
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa ' Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second St.. Both

IS ILa 353 IFSr

Lucero

208 WEST SILVER AVE.

Phone.

215-21-

CO

Office, 321 West Geld Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

0. W. Strong's Sons

up-fe- lt

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

Best on

Free Dellyery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second 8treet.

t.

MAUGER

WOOL

drug-glect-

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of
avenue, AlDuq.uera.ue, N. M.

KTo

Wa-Ingto-

n

3LH.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Located on the Belen

SPERRY'S TRIP

Belen.

IN

HIS AUTOMOBILE.
E C. Sperry returned to the ciry.
having Iliads a round trip id Engle-wooKan., a distance of SiiO miles,
over the proposed line of tlie Sinta
Fe & Englewood
railroad, and on
which grading is already in peratlou,
says the Raton Hange.
The personnel of the party were H.
city. Judge
A. Ensign of New York
Northeutt of Trinidad. W. C. Burke,
George h. Turner and K. C. S perry of

Raton.
The trip wa made iu Speiry's Reo
car, which was pronounced by 'he
members of the party to lie a wonderful machine, as very little time
wag lost in waiting for repairs, although th entire trip was made In
mud and tliey were cHiiht in rains
alni' Bt every day and in some places
were compelled to wait tor the water
to go down.
Mr. S perry says th.u they
asn.J
through th pretties' country lie
'a and that tne growing crops ar'
a sigli! to behold.
Tile farnif-r- j
ami ranchers all along
he irip have complaint to make
ibai country has no railroad.

of The Atchison, Topeha

&

Santa Fe Railway

81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
kstlneii

Of 1.M0

and

residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with

IMOO; churches, Commercial club; a population of
reaUmraata,
Beleo Is the large shi'picg relet for
.

rod

0

and

1,600 Inhabitants; largest
wcol. Sour, wheat, wine,

streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; pa bile school hoais. eoef-mercantile establishments In New Meilco; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 15 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels.
leans and hay lo Centrsl New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city lathe near future cannot he asUaraue
w
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WAtT

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL

'teta--

NP

P HEIGHT

TRAINS

OW

THE 8ANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

GO

QVtR THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

cfered are
the center cf the eltr. well graded, (many 0! them Improved by fuitivstlon); no sand or grsvel.
aa4 weo4 yard, drug star timwi sbop, etc, ec. Alio a Crtt-clas- s
modern hotel.

We need a

Srat-clas-s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe hoeae. Jeweler, plumh'ji shot, elaalta

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE' LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO 6ECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Th&
JOHN BECKER, President

BL

DEEDS.

Befill 7rAn anH Imnrnvem&nt finmnnm
WM.
BERGER,
M.

Secretary

IB

(
9-

'

'ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL, AND

PERSONAL

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Blanca. Mr Palsnno Is an nducatei
Pueblo Indian. He reports his section of Valencia county in fine condl- tlon and says cattle and sheep were
never In better condition than at
present. This afternoon he purchased!
a typewriter and will be
In letter writing In the future.
Thomas A. Waldo, of Kansas City.
Mo., son of Judge Henry I.. Waldo,
passed through the cby ia9t night for
the Grand anyon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hagerman, parents of Governor Hagerman. left Santa Fe last night for their home at Colorado Springs, Colo.
Marriage licenses itfere granted today to Mis Mayme Pratt and Sterling
P. Potter, both of Albuquerque, and
J. Myra i. Munholland and William
H. Harrison, both of Ijs Angeles. Cal.
Mrs. I). A. Todd, for three years a
resident of San Francisco, passed
throHgh the citv this morning for
Denver, where Mr. Todd has secured
a position as h railroad conductor on
one of the roads running out of that
city.'
Women's canvas oxfords, white or
gray, with liaht or heavy soles, leather or covered heels. They look dainty, are cool and wear well. Prices
run from $1.50 to $2.75. C. May's shoe
store, :;i4 West Railroad avenue.
o
IARD Of IHAMKi

TUESDAY, JUL

I

DAY AND WEATHER.

M. Fritihnian.
ravelin
Co., was a
R. Ilfeld

Reliable Shoes For Children

for

of her sister. Mr?
a few days.

W
0

YOUR MONEY.

ing.

SHOES. VICI KID, BOX
CALF OR PATENT KID..$1 to $2.25
BOY'S SHOES, BOX CALF, VICI KID
$1.25 to $2.50
OR PATENT COLT

f.

AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, we sure to bring tbe
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out flrBt what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

-

F, F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second street.

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL, SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR YOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
PLACED IN VHE VAULT EVERY' 'NIGHT. ON WOnK FRCM OUT
OF TlWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynat- d

New Mexico's

Leading
SOUTH

THE ARCH FRONT.

Jewelers
SECOND

January, for

quorqiie, was a passenger for Santa
Fe this morn lug.
TiiPre will be a mus Wednesday
morning at 7 o'clock
r the repose of
Friends
the soul of Mary Mooney.
are Invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Suis nni chil
dren, who have been on the Sals
ranch In Valencia county the past few
weeks, returned to the city this morn

GIRL'S

SAUCES

S. H.

Hernard (tilpin WiNuii. New Mex
ico agent for the Continental Oil company, was a passetiKer for Santa Fe
thin morning.
Attorney Elfego Hac.i. who is tem
porarily making his Home in Aioti- -

STRONGEST MATERIALS TO BE
USED IN THEIR CONSTRUCTION,
AND BESIDES THIS, ARE PARTICULARLY CAREFUL TO SELECT
SUCH LASTS AS WILL KEEP THE
CHILD'S FOOT FREE FROM CORNS.
THIS INSURES YOU THE BEST IN
FIT. WEAR AND STYLE, FOR

J.is..J

salesman
northbound

patwngcr thin morning.
Mrs. James K. Etter went 1i 18
Vcrhs .his morning to lie the guest

WE PAY THE SAME ATTENTION
TO STYLE AND FINISH IN OUR
CHILDREN'S SHOES AS WK DO TO
OCR FOOTWEAR FOR GROWN-UPEOPLE. KNOWING THAT' THE
ARB EXTRA HARD
YOUNGSTERS
ON SHOES. WE ALLOW ONLY THE

i

to

8TREET.

In All Lines of Summer Wearables
Notable Price Concessions Calculated to Clear Out all that
'
Remains of the Season's Stock
Many Lots Priced Below the Original Wholesale Cost
v

Quick Action Sale Lucky Snaps While They Last'
IN all departments our merchandise has been subjected
to a final and most decisive cutting of prices, so reduced as to assure a speedy and absolute clearance. In many
instances lots are badly broken in sizes, and in such cases
the prices will be found at less than wholesale cost to us.
d
to one-haFrom
of early season prices is the
rule. The axe has fallen amongst the high and the low, in

proportion. The qualities represented at these prices
sure most pronounced values.
Two Piece Outings
$12 ot $16 SUITS
now at $10.75

J

HARDWARE

CO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

HARDWARE

HARNESS
SADpLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING
TINNING

6?

ALBUQUERQUE

s

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

I

1

CO.
.

n

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

blamonds, Watche. Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

SUvjrr

$24.00

$16.50

$12.50

$11.75

$8.75

now

now

$14.75

now

HATS

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

MEN'S AND YOUTHS' SUITS
EXTRA SPECIAL for one week Commencing Tuesday, July 24th and Continuing
until July 3 1st. 20 per cent Reduction on all Men's and Youths' Suits. Here is an
opportunity for buying High Grade Merchandise at a Great Saving.

1

......

4

Trunks, Suit Cases and Bags.

Mrs. George Rose, who left the keyboard of a typewriter to become an ANNUAL MEETING OF EAGLES.
actress, appeared as Jane Ann Pebrill
in "The Perils of a Great City" at the Annual Session, Grand Aerie, Fra
ternal O refer of Eagles, MilwauCasino last night, but her friends state
kee, Wis., August 14 to 18.
that the lady did not "make good."
It may have been from nervousness;
tue above occasion the Santa
Per
In any event she did not come up to Fe will sell tickets to Milwaukee for
expectations. Miss Lelghton will give 147.10
trip. Tickets on
for the
the new candidate for footllght honors sale August 11.round
and 13, 190G. Final
fJ
another trial.
limit, August 23.
A farmer, residing at Alameda, InT. E.
forms The Evening Citizen that the
Agent A. T.. & S. F. Ry.
city papers ivere badly mistaken, the
POOL. ROOM FOR SALE .
other day, when they stated that Max
imo Perea, a farmer up the valley, had
The contents of the Club pool room
2,000 acres of wheat ready lor thresh are now for sale. A splendid business
ing.
Our Informant states that the opportunity.
See Wm. Shaw, 211
papers placed too many ciphers to South Second street.
the numbers, for there Is not 2,000
See the picnic baskets In the Mcln
acres of wheat, all told, between Albutosh Hardware company's display
querque and Bernalillo.
A number of the Woodmen Circle window.
ladies with their husbands and friends' PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING.
pleasantly surprised Mrs. Kate Hopping last evening In honor of her
All kinds ot wotk done promptly
birthday. The evening was spent in and satisfactorily.
Contracts taken
games and music and the ladles look- Lfave orders at 714 West Tljeras ave
charming
ed
ue.
In pink and white. Pink
W. F. WARD WELL.
o
and white cake and ice cream were
HOF- MUNCHEN
IMPORTED
guests
served and at a late hour the
AT THE
departed for their respective homes, BRAU. ON DRAUGHT,
after wishing their hostess many re WHITE ELEPHANT.
turns of the day.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
Mrs. L. E. Werner, the assistant WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
postmaster. Is In receipt of sad news
from Everett, Wash., to the effect that
The picnic baskets for sate at the
her sister, Mrs. Mary A. Simpson, died Mcintosh Hardware company's store
in that town last night. No informa
re indispensable for outing parties.
tion as to the cause of the death has
been received here, only that the body CHICKERING & SOU'S PIANOS?
YES
will be taken to Chicago for burial.
The deceased is well known here, We
Also
the Everett, Kim-hal'em.
sell
having resided in this city many years
several other makes. We
before her marriage and removal to invite and
you to compare our prices with
Washington. The Eveninsr Citizen ex
as good" pianos,
other
tends its sympathy to the bereaved handled by otherJust
firms. The percentAlbuquerque sister and other local age will
be to our credit.
relatives.
We don't handle the largest line or
U. G. Paisand, a general merchant talking machines
and records on
and stock raiser of Casa Blanca,
but we have the most select.
earth,
county, is In the city, purchas
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
lng goods from the local wholesale anos. Respectruiiy, yours for busimerchants and material from th lum ness. THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
ber dealers for a new storehouse
which he will soon erect at Casa
See the picnic baskets In the Mcln
tosh Hardware company's display
window.

W

tcvue

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
Is Now in Progress

"

$10 to $12 SUITS
now at $7.75

Fail Not to see our assortment of Trunks, Suit Cases
before, buying: on which we will give a Reduction "1
Baars
0

OTD
1
O

tJ

A

1 O:
W U
rl A TC.

WT

10

Big Reduction on all Straw Hats. Regular Qr- VDC
$1.50 to $3.00 Values. Your Choice

Whitney Company
Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
'
Gasoline Stoves.
i
Lawn and Garden Tools
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har-- .
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

"so-calle-

THE

Diamond

Men's Clothes

About 50 Pair of Shoes, worth as About 100 good hats some worth
high as $3.50 To clear the stock as high as $4.00. To clean them
out. $1.90 .
$2.50 pair

d

l,

EVERITT

as-

All Suits Worth up to

SHOES

DUCE CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

lf

one-thir-

Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, the real
Mr. and Mrs. .1. J. Mooney wish
estate man, who has been spending a
short vacation at the Jemez hot to extend their most heartfelt thanks
springs, away from business cares, to all their friends and the Knights
with his family, is expected to return of Columbus In particular for the acts
to the city tonight.
of kindness and sympathy shown to
Phil Harroun, the civil engineer. them In the hour of their sad bereaveformerly or this city, but now of ment, on account of the death of their
San Francisco, was in the city be- daughter. Miss Mary Mooney.
tween trains yesterday, en route to
THE MAZE.
Santa Fe to visit his father. Dr. Har iFruil jar rubbers,
per doz
tc
roun. who Is reported seriously ill.
tc
Sealing wax, per lb
15c
Arrant nients are completed for the Parafflne, per lb
matri ns' medal contest to take place Jelly glasses, per d )Z
)c
at. the Lead Avenue Methodist Episco 1 quart
50c
tin fruit cans, per doz
pal church tonight.
This is tbe en 1 quart fruit jars, pec doz
95c
tertainment that was scheduled
to Extra fruit jar tops, per doz
30c
take place last, week, but was
70c
Nickel alarm clocks
by rain.
30c
Dinner buckets
0c
Miss Allison, whose work In the Camp coffee p(rts
building of the Allison Presbyterian
camp stoves
$i.zi
90c
school at Santa Fe tyis placed her Building paper, per roll
among the leading missionary workSpecial sale of groceries every Saters In New Mexico, returned to Santa urday.
Fe this morning after a pleasant visit
THE MAZE,
with Albuquerque friends.
Wm. Kieke, Prop.
'
Prof. Hlnam Hadley, superinundent
i. o.o. T.
of public Instruction for New Mexico,
Triple Link Rebekah lodge No. 10
wag in the city "between trains last
night, en route to Socorro to attend will meet in regular session at re- 8
the Socorro county teac-herinstitute. o'clock p. m. AH members are
Prof. Had ley was a visitor at the Ber- quested to be present for important
SARAH VANS', N. G.
business.
nalillo county institute yesterday.
Will Burgess, at Ruppe's drue store.
Do not forget the ice cream social
received a telegram yesterday from at the Lutheran church (corner Sixth
his brother-in-laAlbert Maier, at street and Silver avenue) on ThursBay City, Mich., Htating that he was a day afternoon and evening.
o
father, Mrs. Maler having presented
POOL ROOM FOR SALE .
him with a bouncing baby boy Sunday
night. Mrs. Maler was formerly Miss
The contents of the Club pool room
are now for sale. A splendid business
Carmellta Burgess.
See Wm. Shaw. 211
Mrs. Rebecca Montoya v Ortiz of opportunity.
Pena Blanca. died In the city yester- South Second street.
o
day of pneumonia, at the age of 57
IT KEEPS HENS HEALTHY AND
years. The body will be taken to
LAY INTERNA.
THEM
Pena Blanca tonight for burial. The MAKES
POULTRY FOOD GUAR
deceased was the wife of the late An- TIONAL
WITH EVERY BOX. E. W.
tonio Ortiz, one of the most prominent ANTEE
FIRST STREET.
FEE,
natives of the upper Rl? Grande val- SUCCESSOR SOUTH
TO CLARKVILLE PRO
ley.
602-60-

1906.

FINAL REDUCTIONS

te

Attorney E. W. Dolwon wont
Santa i e this morning on law

24,

TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
I.O.ST A white Chinese spitz do?
Kinder return to Whltson Music Co.

and receive reward.

ItUiniilTTTTItl
FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

1
it

V

Dr.a. M.Williams
.DENTIST.

Sailor or Russian Blouse

H

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

H
M

M

00000000OttO0Ott

See Display

TICKETS

R.R. Aifelitlon
AND

22

BOUGHT, SOLO

H
M
M

H

Otflct

M

Guaranfd

M

Traataellen

ROSEKFIEIO'S.

5
M

M

EXCHANGED

118 W.'H.

R.

Aie.

M

in

M

Mandell's on Railroad
avenue, between Kirst and Second
streets' Hours from S to 12 a. in.. 1:30
to & p. in. Auto 'phone ,203.
Dr. Williams has practiced hi profession in Las Vegas for the past
seventeen years.

& COMFANY

M

M

Former Price $1.50 to $1.75
SPECIAL PRICE $1 EACH
E. L. WASHBURN CO. E2

H

M

Office over

40 J, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Sxreet

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

H

IVES, THE FLORIST.

ttitiMUiUitfd

50 WASH SUITS FOR BOYS
2 to 9 Years

U3; U5, U7

'

P

CoBrtnt

y.

If

OurWindow

4

oooocooococo

M

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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